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ABSTRACT 
Work functions (0) and temperature  coefficients (d@/dT)  were  determined 
by the relative field emission method for various planes of R e ,  Nb and N i  and 
for  single planes of I T ,  Nb, Ni ,  Cu and R e  by a n  absolute method. Activation 
energies of desorption of neutral  Cs atoms were  measured a s  a function of 
coverage f r o m  W / O ,  W / F  and R e  subs t ra tes .  
promoted removal  of F but not 0 f r o m  W.  
(0001)  and (1012) planes of Re than to the (1014) plane. 
Terminal  neutral  Cs desorption 
Cs is more  strongly bound to the 
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SUMMARY 
Two methods were  used f o r  obtaining clean single plane values of work 
function. The f i rs t ,  f i e l d  emiss ion  probe hole method, is a relative method 
and rel ies  on assignment  of a value to the average work function for  the whole 
emi t t e r .  The second is an absolute method which depends on the fact  that 
field emitted electrons originate at the F e r m i  level of the emi t te r  and a r e  
only collected if the collector is biased to  at least the value of the collector 
work function. Using the relative method and  assuming that @,,(Re) = 4.88 eV, 
flav(Nb) = 3.99  eV a n d  @av(Ni) = 5. 00 eV where flav is the f i e l d  emi t te r  average 
work function, the following tempera ture  coefficients ( in  units of 10-4eV/deg) 
were  measured:  (0001) R e ,  - 0 .  95k 0. 13; (1010) R e ,  - 1. 13 k0.66; (1011) Re ,  
-0 .52k0.82;  (1120) R e ,  1 . 8 1 k O . 8 3 ;  (110) Nb, -0 .98k0.43;  (100) Nb, - 0 . 3 1 k  
0.39; (211) Nb, -0 .31  kO.27; (111) Nb, 1 - 6 4  k0.23; (111) Ni, -0 .49k0.78;  
(211) Ni, 1 .47  +O. 21. Work functions were  found to be (0001) R e ,  6 .49  eV; 
(1070) R e ,  5. 83 eV; (1011) Re ,  5. 69  eV; (1120) R e ,  4. 9 1  eV; (110) Nb, 
4 .95 eV; (211)  Nb, 4. 24 eV; (310) Nb, 4 .27  eV; (111) Nb, 4 .06  eV; (100) 
Nb,  3 .87 eV; (111) Ni, 5 .  89 eV; and (211) Ni, 4 .98 eV. Using the absolute 
work function method with macroscopic  single c rys t a l s ,  the following work 
functions w e r e  obtained at 77’K: 
(100) Nb, 4 .093  eV; (100)  Ni ,  5 .491  eV; (100) Cu,  4.670 eV; (0001) R e ,  
5.285 eV. At 300°K, the following values were  obtained: (110)  W ,  5. 283 eV; 
(100) W ,  4 .612 eV; (100)  Nb, 4.086 eV; (100) Ni, 5 .463 eV; (100) Cu, 
4 .621 eV; (0001) R e ,  5.295 eV. The disparit ies between the relative and  
(110) W ,  5.245 eV; (100)  W ,  4.609 eV; 
1 
absolute methods fo r  (110) W and (0001) Re a r e  discussed in t e r m s  of spe- 
c ia l  electronic band s t ruc ture  effects which apply to these directions of W 
and Re  when the field emission relative work function method is used. The 
work function values obtained a r e  satisfactorily explained in  t e r m s  of Steiner 
and Gyftopoulos semi- empir ica l  theory of work functions 
Activation energies of desorption of Cs f r o m  the subs t ra tes  W/O, 
W / F  were  determined a s  a function of C s  and 0 o r  F coverage. 
amounts of electronegative adsorbate remaining at the terminal  desorption 
tempera ture  of C s ,  no dis tinguishable variation of neutral  Cs  desorption 
energy occurred a s  a resu l t  of changes in electronegative coverage. 
t e rmina l  desorption energy Hdes 
while that f r o m  W / F  was 3.9 +O. 3 eV. 
sorption p re -  exponentials varied f r o m  13 to 18. 
of Cs f r o m  W / F  a t  low coverage were  1 . 9 + 0 .  3 eV f r o m  a 5. 05 eV work func- 
tion surface and 2 . 2  k0.3 eV f r o m  a 4.66 eV sur face .  
of Cs neutrals  f r o m  W / F  surfaces  always resulted in removal of F. 
was not t rue  for desorption of Cs  neutrals f r o m  W/O surfaces  o r  for  te rmina l  
desorption of Cs ions f r o m  ei ther  W/O o r  W / F  sur faces .  
of Cs on the ( O O O l ) ,  ( l O i 2 ) ,  and (1014) planes of a R e  field emi t te r  were 
determined. 
minal  desorption energy of Cs f r o m  R e  is 3. 1 + O s  3 eV. 
F o r  the 
The 
max of C s  neutrals f r o m  W/O was 4. 12 0 . 3  eV 
max - F o r  clean W ,  Hdes - 3. 3 eV. De- 
Ionic desorption energies  
Complete desorption 
This 
Binding energies 
The f o r m e r  two planes bind Cs the mos t  strongly and the t e r -  
2 
WORK FUNCTION MEASUREMENTS OF VARIOUS SINGLE CRYSTAL FACES 
OF RHENIUM, NIOBIUM, COPPER, AND TUNGSTEN 
EN T R ODU C T ION 
\ 
F o r  a number of years  scient is ts  have recognized the fact  that the 
electron emiss ion  charac te r i s t ics  of a meta l  differ for different crystallo- 
graphic orientations Recently, refined techniques for obtaining high purity, 
well-defined single c rys t a l  sur faces  have made i t  possible to explore the 
directional dependence of the work function for a number of mater ia l s .  
a resu l t ,  a considerable amount of experimental  data has been generated by 
measuring contact potential differences and by analyzing various types of 
electronic emission. 
As 
It has become increasingly obvious that there  can be significant d i f -  
f e rences  in  the values of work function for  the same  mater ia l  and crystallo- 
graphic direction depending upon the measuring technique used. 
cu la r ,  for  cer ta in  planes of some metals  
field emission techniques a r e  seve ra l  tenths of a volt higher than the values 
In par t i -  
work functions determined by 
determined other ways. F o r  example,  the field emission value of work 
function 91 for the (110)  plane of W is a t  l ea s t  0 . 6  eV higher than that ob- 
tained by other methods. ' A cr i t ica l  examination of the experimental  tech- 
niques and methods of analyzing data should indicate possible reasons for 
these discrepancies .  
In general ,  thermionic measurements  involve a diode in which a sin- 
gle c rys ta l  cathode is  heated and the cur ren t  i s  monitored as  a function 
3 
of temperature .  
son plot of log J / T 2  vs 1 / T .  
The work function i s  obtained f r o m  the slope of a Richard- 
This plot i s  based on the Richardson equation: 
where the Richardson work function OR i s  a constant independent of T ,  AR 
is the ideal Richardson constant equal to 120 amps/cm2/OK, and k is Boltz- 
mann's constant. 
mentally determined values of OR and AR. 
Schottky effect, reflection, patch effects,  geometry and other factors  asso-  
ciated with the par t icular  experimental  arrangement .  
function of a pract ical  surface is a function of temperature .  
A number of factors  can cause deviations in the experi-  
These include space charge,  
Als 0 ,  the t rue  work 
A modification of the thermionic diode that minimizes the effects of 
space charge ,  nonuniformity of e lectrodes,  and geometrical  influences is  
the Shelton retarding potential tr iode.  The electron beam f r o m  a heated 
single c rys ta l  cathode passes  through an  aper ture  in the anode and enters  
a retarding f i e l d .  
netic field to move in tight sp i ra l s  paral le l  to the magnetic f i e l d ;  thus ,  
their  t ransverse  energy distribution is conserved. 
of the collected beam is  jus t  that  of the aperture .  
me te r  i s  known, the cu r ren t  density a t  the collector can be determined f r o m  
the magnitude of the collected cur ren t .  
a s  a function of the retarding potential between the emi t te r  and the collec- 
t o r ,  the temperature  of the emi t te r  and the saturat ion cu r ren t  density,  the 
contact potential can be determined. In addition, the variation of work 
The beam electrons a r e  constrained by a strong mag- 
The c r o s s  sectional a r e a  
Since the ape r tu re  d i a -  
By analyzing the collected cu r ren t  
4 
function with tempera ture ,  dQl/dT, can be measured by observing the change 
in contact potential with temperature .  
rent  density a t  a constant retarding potential, Richardson plots can be con- 
structed f r o m  which the absolute value of the emi t te r  work function can be 
obtained 
Knowing the temperature  and the cur-  
The field emiss ion  approach to measuring the dependence of Ql upon 
crystallographic direction i s  s imilar  to that used in field emission micro-  
scopy. 3 s  4 9  A small probe hole in the anode allows collection of only 
those electrons emitted f r o m  a smal l  portion of the needle point surface.  
If a sufficiently sma l l  aper ture  is  used only electrons emitted f r o m  a sin- 
g l e  plane pass  through the hole. Analysis of the I(V) data of both the sin- 
gle plane and the total tip offers a method of determining the work function 
of that plane relative to the average work function for  all planes 
Absolute values of work functions can a l so  be ascertained using field 
emission probe methods by combining energy distribution measurements  
with IgV) measurements .  The analysis ,  based on the Sommerfeld 
f r e e  electron model,  a s sumes  a Fe rmi -Di rac  electron energy distribution 
and neglects band s t ruc ture  effects. This method must  be used with c a r e ,  
par t icular ly  for  transit ion meta ls  where significant deviations f r o m  the 
f r e e  electron model occur.  This is par t icular ly  t rue  of meta ls  that possess  
nar row,  near ly  filled d bands in cer ta in  directions,  where band s t ruc ture  
effects can  be significant. 1 
The  onset of field emission occurs  with a well-defined, nar row spread 
of e lectron energy concentrated about the F e r m i  level. Therefore  a field 
emission electron source operated in a retarding potential mode is a ve ry  
accurate  tool for measuring absolute work functions of macroscopic  single 
c rys ta l  collectors e 6 ’  a Dyke originally recognized the significance of the 
techniquea for allowing absolute work function of the collector to be mea-  
sured  without requiring any knowledge of the work function of the emit ter  
Briefly,  a retarding potential is applied between the emi t te r  and the col- 
l ec tor ,  and the collector cur ren t  is measured a s  a function of the retarding 
potential. 
is equal to the work function of the col lector ,  there  is a s h a r p  increase  in 
collected cur ren t .  The experimental  I (V) curve represents  the integral  of 
the energy distribution of the field emitted electrons e 
When the difference in potential between the emi t te r  and collector 
Among the various techniques that have been descr ibed,  the field 
emission retarding potential offers the mos t  d i r ec t  way of obtaining the ab- 
solute value of 8 for a macroscopic single crystal .  
technique offers the s implest  method of obtaining relative work functions of 
a number of different planes f r o m  an atomically clean, near ly  perfect  su r -  
face.  
absolute values of 8 for  a large number of single faces of a par t icular  metal .  
We have combined these two techniques in an  attempt to measu re  8 for  
various planes of s eve ra l  meta ls  that a r e  of in te res t  for electrodes in ther- 
mionic energy converters .  
The field emission probe 
These  two combined approaches offer a unique way of ascertaining 
This repor t  includes a detailed discussion of these two experimental  
techniques used under the present  contract  effort for  measuring the d i rec-  
tional dependence of 0. The f i e l d  emission probe method was used for 
6 
various planes of rhenium, niobium, and nickel, while the field emission 
retarding potential technique was used for  the (0001) rhenium, (100)  niobium, 
(100)  nickel, (100) copper ,  (100) tungsten, and (110)  tungsten planes.  These 
resul ts  a r e  summarized and  compared with the bes t  thermionic and contact 
potential values that could be found in the l i t e ra ture .  Finally,  a n  attempt is 
made to evaluate these resul ts  in t e r m s  of existing theories of clean work 
function meta ls ,  
Des criDtion of ExDeri.menta1 Procedures  
Field emission microscopy has been used to  measu re  the work functions 
/ 
of single c rys ta l  planes of R e ,  Nb, and N i  relative to the average work func- 
tion of the polycrystalline specimen. By repeating these measurements  a t  
different t empera tu res ,  local variations in work function with tempera ture  
for  the individual planes were  evaluated. 
The method involves measuring the emiss ion  character is t ics  of the 
The ent i re  tip and comparing this with the emission f r o m  a single plane. 
working equation for  field emis  sion 
log I /V2 = m / V  t log A (2 )  
has  been programmed on a digital computer.  
squares  analysis of the I(V) data in the general  l inear  f o r m  y = m t  b, (where 
y = log I /V2 and x = 1/V) to obtain values of the slope m and intercept log A .  
The computer u s e s  a leas t  
According to the Fowler-Nordheim equation fo r  field emission,  the 
7 
slope m is related to  the work function @ as  follows: 
rn = c @ 3 ’ 2 / P  
where c is a constant, and B is a geometrical  factor relating the field a t  the 
t ip to  the applied voltage. 
relative work function of a single plane can be obtained f rom the slopes of 
the total and single plane I(V) data through the relationship: 
If the average work function gaV i s  known, the 
where the subscripts r e fe r  to the emission character is t ics  averaged over 
the total t ip a r e a  and over a single plane relative to the total. Similar ly ,  
i f  the work function of any single plane is known, the work function of any 
other plane relative to that of the known plane can be ascer ta ined.  
In the special  case  where the plane being probed is a high emission 
= 1. plane on axis p r e l / f i a v  
The variation in p ( i .  e. , of local e lectr ic  field at a given applied voltage) 
with angular separation f r o m  the emit ter  apex is one of the p r imary  d i f f i -  
culties associated with using Eq. (3) .  
the emit ter  shank causes a monotonic decrease in 6 with increasing angle 
of deflection. 
tal faces a l so  causes variations in 6 . 
with the temperature  a t  which the tip was annealed pr ior  to thermal  quenching 
and i s  la rges t  f o r  the low index planes because of their lower surface energy. 
In general  the plane being probed is off axis.  1 
The increased shielding of the tip by 
Thermodynamically motivated local faceting of cer ta in  crys-  
This faceting var ies  in magnitude 
The correct ion factor for the f i r s t  of these problems has  been deter-  
8 
mined experimentally in  previous work here  - 
measuring the relative variation in mrel for various { 3 10 1 planes along 
the [loo] zone line of a [  3101-oriented W tip. 
plane has  the same value of Qlrel, the correct ion factor for the relative 
variation of f5 with reflection angle was obtained 
2 The method involved 
By assuming that each (310) 
The effect of annealing temperature  on the value of Qlre1 is slight; 
however, a n  attempt was made to measu re  a l l  planes of a given ma te r i a l  
af ter  annealing a t  the s a m e  temperature .  
should have been reasonably uniform for  any one mater ia l .  
In this way the thermal  end f o r m  
In order  to measu re  O r e l  a t  elevated tempera tures ,  the m o r e  general  
T F  ( thermal  field) formulation of the field emission equation must  be used. 9 
This adds a correct ion t e r m  to mr-1 in  Eq. (4) s o  that the working equation 
including correct ions for temperature  T and angular deflection 0 becomes: 
where the temperature  correct ion t e r m  
B = V ( 1  - n . p c o t n . p ) / 2 . 3  (5a)  
mus t  be added to m r e l  obtained f rom computer analysis of the probe I(V) data. 
Here 
p = 8. 82 x 10-3T@re11/2 t ( y ) / F  (5b$ 
where t(y) is a slowly varying tabulated function of F and 0, and V i s  the m i d -  
range value of voltage. A fur ther  correct ion for  thermal  expansion of the 
9 
heated emi t te r  could be added. However, for  the temperatures  over which 
our measurements  were  made,  this correct ion i s  negligible. 
The (0001) Re measurements  were  obtained in the electrostat ic  deflec- 
tion tube (F ig .  14) described in a l a t e r  section of this report .  The magnetic 
deflection probe tube (Fig.  1) used for  a l l  other measurements  was based on 
a design by van Oostrom of the Phillips Laboratory.  
deflection tube is designed in  such a way that electrons passing through the 
lens sys t em a r e  focussed near  the center  of the spherical  collector F. 
electrode sys t em consists of an  anode D ,  a focussing electrode E ,  a F a r a -  
day cage G. 
a s  a shield for  the hemispherical  collector. 
Briefly, the magnetic 
The 
The la t te r  electrode is  operated near  ground potential and acts  
The tube, constructed of aluminosilicate g lass ,  contained Mo elec- 
trodes and a hot-spun Mo collector cup (radius of curvature 15 mm) polished 
s o  that su r f ace  roughness was l e s s  than 1 ~ .  
1, 2 ,  and 4 mm,  increasing ins ize  toward the collector.  A thin Willemite 
s c r e e n  on the anode allowed pat tern viewing. 
The electrode aper tures  were  
Immers ion  of the tube into a cryostat  of liquid nitrogen great ly  in- 
creased vacuum stability, reduced tip contamination f rom the s c r e e n  to a 
negligible amount during the emission of high total  cur ren ts  (up to 20 18 
fo r  Re ) ,  and extended the lower limit of temperature  to 7’7OK. 
The emi t te r  assembly A consisted of a field emission tip of the de- 
s i red ma te r i a l  (Re ,  N i ,  o r  Nb) spot welded to a 0 .010  inch D tungsten fila- 
ment. 
port  f i lament.  
The tip was resis t ively heated by passing cur ren t  through the sup- 
The resis tance changes could be accurately measured by 
10 
Figure 1. Cross  section of magnetic deflection probe tube. 
(A) emi t te r  assembly;  (E)  anode: 
(B) space for electromagnet;  (F) lens electrode; 
(C)  cesium source  platform; (G) spherical  collector:  
(D) oxygen source:  (H) Faraday  cage: 
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sampling the potential changes a c r o s s  a small length of filament with 0.003 
inch D wires  attached to  either side of the emi t te r .  The temperature  of the 
tip i s  determined f r o m  the known relationship between resis t ivi ty  and tem- 
pe ra tur  e 
A small rotatable electromagnet B and internal  concentrator C (F ig .  1) 
were  used to deflect the beam in o rde r  to position the emission f r o m  the de- 
s i red crystallographic plane onto the aper ture  of the anode. 
concentrator could be tied electr ical ly  to the anode by allowing it to  r e s t  on 
a small Pt ring. 
The internal 
During the I(V) measurements  with magnetic deflection, compensation 
for  the changes of magnetic field with applied voltage were  required in o r -  
d e r  to maintain a constant position of the desired c rys t a l  face on the aper ture ,  
To  do th i s ,  work function measurements  were taken along zone l ines a t  posi- 
tions where the collected cu r ren t  went through either a maximum o r  a mini- 
mum a s  a function of beam deflection. This allowed precise  positioning of 
the desired c rys ta l  face on the aper ture  of the anode throughout the voltage 
range. 
The rat io  of the lens voltage VL to the anode voltage VA is a c r i t i ca l  
parameter  and must  be kept constant s o  that the electron t ra jector ies  through 
the lens remain  constant over the voltage range. 
were  determined to be those for which the rat io  VL/VA = 0.10 .  
Best  working conditions 
In o rde r  for  the field emitted electrons to r e a c h  the col lector ,  a bias 
voltage equal to o r  g rea t e r  than the collector work function mus t  be applied 
to the tip. Several  values of bias voltage were  tr ied in the range - 6 . 0  V to 
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-22 .  5 V with l i t t le effect on the l inearity of the IQV) charac te r i s t ics .  
of the work was done with the t ip biased at  -9 .  2 V. 
Most 
Fabricat ion of tips followed the usual electrolytic etching procedure.  10 
The etch solutions were  a s  follows: R e  (2N NaOH); 
water) ;  
f r o m  zone melted s tock.  
surements .  F o r  one tip, the (0001) plane was on axis;  for  the other ,  the 
tip was oriented such that an equatorial  plane ve ry  near  the (1120) was on 
axis .  With these 
orientations,  the planes of in te res t  were  l e s s  than 44' off axis.  
Ni  (HC1 diluted with 60% 
Nb ( 6 0 %  H2SO4 and 40% HF).  The oriented Re and Nb tips were made 
Two t ip  orientations were  required for  the R e  mea-  
The Nb tips were  oriented with the (310) plane on ax is .  
In general ,  field emi t te rs  a r e  cleaned thermally by flashing a t  a tem- 
pera ture  sufficiently high to cause dulling. 
cessfully cleaned by this high tempera ture  f lash heating t reatment .  
the N i  tips were considerably m o r e  difficult to clean. 
seemed to work best  with Ni  was to heat a t  a lower temperature  than that 
required for  rapid dulling fo r  s eve ra l  minutes ( -1200°K). 
in temperature  and reducing the t ime ,  clean tips could be obtained, but they 
were  generally quite dull. 
in a fair ly  high p r e s s u r e  of hydrogen. 
since i t  d i d  not appreciably increase the chance of obtaining a c lean t ip.  
together ten  attempts were  made t o  obtain clean N i  t ips;  only two of these 
were  successful.  
The Nb and Re tips were  suc- 
However, 
The procedure that 
By going up slowly 
Hydrogen was a l so  introduced and the tip heated 
This la t te r  technique was abandoned 
Al- 
Tips made f r o m  high purity,  zone refined and oriented Ni 
stock could not be cleaned; tips .made f r o m  
were successfully cleaned However, only 
high purity 0 .002  inch D N i  wire  
[ l l l ]  -oriented Ni tips could be 
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obtained in  this manner .  
The cleanliness of the surface can be determined f r o m  the appear- 
ance of the field emission pattern.  The tip was deemed clean when the 
pattern was smooth and charac te r i s t ic  of the c rys t a l  s t ruc ture  of the metal  
(bcc for Nb, fcc for Ni, and hcp for R e ) .  The patterns for  N i  and Re  were  
si.milar to those described in ea r l i e r  work a t  this laboratory.  11, 12 The 
Nb tips quite unexpectedly showed a dark  (310) plane. 
c rys t a l s ,  the (310) plane is bright,  indicating that the work function is low. 
F o r  W ,  the (310) plane has the lowest work function. 
In most  bcc meta l  
The fact  that the (310) 
plane of Nb was dark  suggested that there  could have been an impurity in 
the bulk o r  that the vacuum was not good. 
with negative resu l t s .  
fe ren t  tips a lso suggested that this high 91 (310) plane could be a t rue  charac-  
te r i s t ic  of Nb. 
Both possibilities were  explored 
The reproducibility of the pat tern with seve ra l  dif-  
The general  experimental  procedure was a s  follows: 
1. The tip was thermally cleaned by flashing a t  a temperature  suf- 
Subsequent flashing a t  slightly lower tem- ficiently high to cause dulling. 
pera tures  resulted in a clean surface without fur ther  dulling. 
2. The magnet was positioned s o  that emiss ion  f r o m  the desired plane 
was intercepted by the anode probe hole. 
3 .  The tube was immersed  in liquid nitrogen and the t ip was annealed 
by heating for  a period of t ime a t  a par t icular  temperature .  The annealing 
t ime temperature  varied with the meta l  being tested.  
l O O O O K  for 300 sec  was used for  a l l  except the (0001)  Re  measurement ;  
F o r  Re  and Nb 
for  the la t te r  plane, 1745OK for 120 s ec  was used. 
taken on a flashed Nb end f o r m  (-2100OK flash).  
a t  1500°K for 120 s e c  for  the (111) measurement  and a t  -700°K for 300 sec  
for the (211) measurement .  
Measurements were  
The N i  tip was annealed 
4. The beam was deflected and the I(V) character is t ic  a t  various 
temperatures  was measured for the plane of interest .  
was measured simultaneously with the probe cur ren t .  
The total cur ren t  
5. After each 8 measurement ,  an  I(V) check was make at  77OK in 
order  to detect  any changes in emission character is t ic  caused by contamin- 
ation of the t ip during the run. 
6 .  The tube was pulled out of the dewar,  the magnet repositioned for 
the next plane to be measured and steps 3 to  5 were repeated. 
Results and Discussion 
Single plane d@/dT.  The temperature dependence of the relative work 
function of severa l  major  directions of R e ,  Ni ,  and Nb a r e  shown in F igs ,  
2 ,  3, and 4. The maximum tip temperature  for  these measurements  was 
slightly below the threshold for field induced surface rearrangement  due to 
atomic migration. 
function d@/dT i s  reasonably constant over the range of temperatures  covered 
In addition, d@/dT varies  in both sign and magnitude with c rys ta l  direction. 
The resul ts  show that the temperature  coefficient of work 
The resul ts  (Figs .  2 - 4) are listed in Table I along with data obtained 
ea r l i e r  for W and for  Mo. ” l3 It is interesting to  note that d@/dT i s  mos t  
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negative f o r  the densely packed high QI planes. 
closely related to the s t ruc ture  of the surface.  
This suggests that  d@/dT  is 
TABLE I - TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE dQI/dT FOR VARIOUS PLANES 
OF W, Mo, Nb, N i ,  Re  OBTAINED FROM FIELD EMISSION PROBE MEA- 
SUREMENTS AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES. VALUES ARE GIVEN IN 
UNITS OF eV/deg. 
Me ta l  BCC 
Mo 
FCC 
HC P 
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Blevis and Crowell14 advance a simple thermodynamic argument  to 
show that the work function approaches a value independent of c rys t a l  orien- 
tation a t  the melting point. 
f r o m  pure Cu var ies  continuously a s  the temperature  is ra ised through the 
melting point; his measurements  provide support f o r  the above viewpoint. 
Also,  extrapolation of the temperature  dependence of single- c rys t a l  face 
work functions of Cu ( a s  determined f r o m  retarding potential d a t a )  and of W 
(determined f r o m  thermionic d a t a ,  assuming the Richardson constant AR is 
120  A / c m  / E() in general  approach a common value of work function for  
each meta l  a t  its melting point. 14 
Bolshov15 has  found that thermionic emission 
2 0  0 
In Fig.  5, the data of F igs ,  2 ,  3, and 4 a r e  plotted (solid l ines)  and, 
using the calculated values of d(d/dT, a r e  extrapolated (dashed l ines)  to  ob- 
tain work functions of s ingle-crystal  faces  a t  the melting point f o r  Re ,  Nb, 
and Ni ;  
a r e  shown i n  Fig.  6 .  
mon work function a t  the melting point of a par t icular  meta l  (with some ex- 
ceptions: (0001) R e ,  (100)  Nb,  and (110) W ) ,  although the sca t te r  in  values 
a t  the melting point is considerably larger than i n  the resul ts  quoted in  
reference 14. 
polation is over a g rea t e r  temperature  range in the present  ca se ,  and (2 )  
the temperature  coefficients d@/dT  measured he re  have f a i r ly  l a rge  uncer-  
tainties associated with them. 
melting point calculated f r o m  field emission data in this and ea r l i e r  repor t s  
a r e :  
s imi la r  plots of W and Mo data obtained earlier in this laboratory' '  l3  
These data a l so  indicate a general  trend towards a com- 
The l a rge r  sca t te r  is not surpr is ing,  because (1) the ex t ra -  
The average values of work function a t  the 
1, 13 
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Figure 5. Extrapolations of the work function versus  temperature  curves up 
to the melting point of the metals  fo r  various planes of Re ,  Nb and 
Ni.  
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R e  5.67 eV 
Nb 4. 32 
N i  5.52 
w 4.54 
Mo 4.  32 
The implicit  assumption that d@/dT i s  a constant over the temperature  
16 range f r o m  absolute z e r o  to the melting point is  not supported by theory; 
however, m o r e  accura te  data a r e  needed to  specify d@/dT with higher pre-  
cision. 
Single Plane Relative @ of Clean Nb, N i p  Re .  The resul ts  of the mea-  
surements  of the work function of four major  planes of R e ,  five of Nb, and 
two of N i  a r e  listed below in Table II. The values of 8 ,  calculated accor-  
ding to Eqs. ( 2 )  and (5 ) ,  and plotted as a function of T in F igs .  2 - 4 ,  were  
analyzed by applying the l inear  least  squares  relationship to the following: 
where @ is a function of T and fl0 is  the value of @ at T = 0. 
@av used in Eq .  (4) were  values of the average @ found in the l i t e ra ture .  17,18,19 
The following values of (bav were  used: R e ,  @av= 4.88 eV; Nb, oav= 3.99 eV; 
Ni, gaV= 5.00 eV. 
The values of 
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TABLE I1 - DIRECTIONAL DEPENDENCE OF Q, FOR Re ,  N i ,  and Nb ALONG WITH 
THE SURFACE ATOM DENSITY OF THE VARIOUS PLANES. 
18 Atom densi tyx 10- 
2 ( a t o m s / m  ) 
Metal Plane 
Re  (0001) 6.49;t:O. 01 15.10 
Re  ( i o i o )  5. 83kO. 03 8. 10 
5 .69+0 .04  7 - 1 0  R e  ( i o i i )  
Re  (1120)  4. 9 1  + O .  04 9 .35  
4.95 + O .  01 13.10 Nb (110) 
Nb ( 2 1  1) 4. 24 kO. 01 7 .54  
Nb (310) 4. 27 40.  02 5 .89 
Nb (111) 4.  06 k0. 01 5.33 
Nb I1001 3.87 kO.01 9 .23  
5.  89 rt0. 03 17.40 N i  (111) 
N i  (21  1) 4 .98  +O. 01 7 .35  
The Table I1 resul ts  show severa l  interesting fea tures .  First, the varia- 
tion in  work functions is not directly proportional to the surface a tom density. 
F o r  both Nb and R e ,  the second most  densely packed plane has  the lowest 
work function of any ma jo r  plane. 
function a s  high a s  that of the (211)  plane. 
measurements  of other bcc c rys ta l s ,  W and Mo, for  which the (310) plane 
exhibited the lowest work function of any plane. ', l3 Finally, the field emis- 
Second, the (310) plane of Nb has a work 
This resu l t  does not agree  with 
sion probe value for the (0001) Re work function i s  about a volt higher than 
that obtained by thermionic technique or  by the P, measurements  of a macro-  
scopic (0001) Re crys ta l  in the field emiss ion  retarding potential technique. 
The unduly high value of 91 f o r  (0001) Re  is s imi la r  to the (110) W resul ts  
obtained by the field emiss ion  probe method. 
for  these high values measured by the field emission probe method is found 
in a l a t e r  section of this report .  
A discussion of the reason  
The (310) Nb resu l t s  a r e  not yet understood; however, they a r e  con- 
sistent with what would be expected f r o m  the dark  appearance of the (310) 
plane in the field emission pat tern.  The reproducibility of the resul ts  for  
three different tips suggests that these resul ts  a r e  cor rec t .  
FIELD EMISSION RETARDING POTENTIAL TECHNIQUE 
Henderson and Badgley20 f i r s t  used the retarding potential method a s  
a way of investigating field emitted electrons;  
grea te r  than 4 . 3  volts had to be applied to a Cu collector in  o rde r  to collect 
a measurable  portion of the field emitted electrons.  
field emission retarding potential technique to determine the work functions 
of polycrystalline me ta l  surfaces;  
to measu re  the work functions of f resh ly  evaporated Au and N i  f i lms under 
ultra-high vacuum conditions. In the present  work we use  the technique to 
obtain the work function of selected c rys t a l  faces of macroscopic  single c rys-  
t a l  me ta l  targets  
they found that a voltage 
Dyke7 employed the 
recently,  Holscher' revived the technique 
Basis of the Techniaue 
The potential energy d iagram of Fig.  7 i l lustrates  the essent ia l  fea- 
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Figure 7.  Potential energy diagram for a field emission retarding potential 
analyzer. When the collector is biased such that only electrons 
from the Fermi  level of the emitter can reach the collector, the 
battery voltage Vc is equal to the collector work function Oc.  
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tu res  of the field emission retarding potential method. A high electrostat ic  
field applied to a n  emi t te r  surface narrows the surface potential b a r r i e r ,  s o  
that electrons occupying energy levels near  the F e r m i  level can tunnel through 
the b a r r i e r .  The emitted electrons a r e  accelerated in the region between the 
emit ter  and the anode, but a r e  then re ta rded  in the region between the anode 
and the collector.  If the collector is connected electr ical ly  to the emi t t e r ,  
the F e r m i  levels of the two metals  a r e  at the same  level and the emitted 
electrons a r e  stopped by a potential b a r r i e r  a t  the collector surface equal to 
i ts  work function oc0  
with magnitude (with respec t  to the emi t te r )  Vc z - fJc must  be applied to the 
collector.  
Vc = o C l  the collector work function. 
To collect the field emitted electrons,  a voltage Vc 
Thus a t  O°K the onset of cu r ren t  a t  the collector occurs  when 
The shape of the collector current-voltage curve Ic(Vc) is deter.mined 
pr imar i ly  by energy distribution of the emitted electrons;  for  a n  emi t te r  at 
O°K the cur ren t  density p e r  unit total energy J( E) is (assuming the Sommer-  
f e l d  f r ee  e lectron model  for  the electron distribution among the energy levels 
2 1 , l  within the metal)  : 
Jo E / d  J ( E )  = -  e 
d 
where Jo is  the total emitted current  density at O O K ,  E is the energy of a n  
electron relative to the F e r m i  level  ( E = E - E f ) ,  and the value of d is given 
approximately by 1 
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where F is the value of the e lec t r ic  field in V/cm applied to the emit ter  
surface and ple i s  i ts  work function in eV. 
by integrating Eq. (7 )  over the filled energy levels down to a level E deter-  
The collected cur ren t  is obtained 
mined by the collector voltage ( 
I, =$I 
o r  
IC = Io - e  -cvc-plc,/q -
where IO i s  the total collected cur ren t .  
curve corresponding to Eq.  ( 9 )  is plotted a s  the solid curve i n F i g .  8. 
Note that IC+ 0 at Vc=plc. The Ic (Vc)  
Experimental  collector current-voltage curves differ fr0.m the theore- 
t ical  curve discussed above due to severa l  effects. At emi t te r  tempera tures  
above O°K there  is a deviation in  I, from the ideal cut-off a t  Vc=plc, because 
there  a r e  electrons emitted f m m  energy levels above the F e r m i  level. The 
effect of tempera ture  on the total energy distribution of field emitted elec- 
1 , 2 2  trons has  been calculated theoretically '' 21 and  verified experimentally. 
Increasing temperature  broadens the energy distribution and lowers  i ts  peak 
value (Fig.  1 of Reference 1). At low temperatures  the deviation f r o m  the 
ideal cut-off is small and  may  be easily corrected fo r .  
If the assumption of a f r e e  electron density of s ta tes  within the emit ter  
is not valid, there  can be a modification of Eq. (9)  due to band s t ruc ture  ef- 
fec ts  ~ Experimentally measured variations in  e lectron energy d4stribution 
curves for  the < l o o >  directions of W and Mo have been correlated with 
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cer tain features  of energy- surface shapes inferred f r o m  bulk electronic 
measurements .  1,23 
be avoided by choosing an  emission direction for  which the corresponding 
energy distribution curve is  "normal", i. e.  
of Eq. ( 7 ) .  
Changes in Eq. (9 )  due to  band s t ruc ture  effects can 
exhibits the exponential behavior 
The finite resolution of the energy analyzing sys t em may modify the 
collector current-voltage curve.  Young and K ~ y a t t ~ ~  have calculated the in- 
fluence of energy analyzer  t ransmiss ion  function upon field emiss ion  energy 
distributions,  and have found i n  general  that increasing energy analyzer  
width broadens the energy distribution and lowers its peak value in much 
the same  manner  a s  increasing temperature .  Fur thermore ,  they have 
found that the slope of the log of the energy distribution is changed by l e s s  
than 1% when the analyzer width i s  changed f r o m  0 to  100  mV; in t e r m s  of 
the collector current-voltage curve this means the energy analyzer  width 
affects mainly the region of the cut-off, but not the upper portion of the 
Hc(Vc) curve ,  which sti l l  may be used to determine OC. 
Other effects that can  modify the collector current-voltage curve a r e  
those due to the propert ies  of the collector i tself ,  such a s  i ts  perpendicula- 
r i t y  to the electron beam, its surface roughness, its heterogeniety in work 
function, and i ts  reflection coefficient. The loss  in resolution A E due to a n  
electron beam of energy E striking a target  a t  an angle 25 0 is given by 
A E  = E  s in  2 0 ., (10) 
F o r  1 eV electrons the change in  resolution for a n  angle of 3 degrees  is  l e s s  
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than 3 mV, and thus negligible. 
i r regular i t ies  in the equipotential l ines near  the collector 
tor  surface roughness,  can  be minimized by reducing the potential drop i n  the 
region near  the collector.  
sented at the surface of a metal  by the differently oriented c rys ta l  surfaces 
converge exponentially to the average potential a s  one moves away f r o m  the 
surface.  
is kept sma l l ,  the measured work function for  the collector will be an a r e a  
average of the differing work functions on the collector surface.  
Y a t e ~ ~ ~  have recently measured a n  effective electron reflection coefficient 
R s  f o r  the (100)  and (110)  surfaces  of W. They obtained values for 1-Rs of 
0 . 9 8 k O .  01 f o r  (100) W and 0 .60+0 .  02 for  (110) W over the 1 eV energy range 
of in te res t  in this work. No data has been found on the reflection coefficient 
in  0 to 1 eV energy range for the other metals  of in te res t  here .  
assumed that the reflection coefficient is a constant over the 0 to P energyrange;  
a constant reflection coefficient does not affect the shape of the collector 
current-voltage curve.  
As pointed out by Holscher', the effect of 
caused by collec- 
According to Heil", the different potentials pre-  
Therefore ,  when the potential drop i n  the region of the collector 
Madey and 
We have 
Methods of Obtaining Work Function f r o m  the Experimental  D a t a  
Determination of the collector work function f r o m  the cut- off voltage 
can  yield erroneous values for  the reasons mentioned above; 
hods of analyzing Ic(Vc)  data to yield gc a r e  necessary .  
f i t  graphically a logarithmic curve to the upper portion of the Ic(Vc) curve 
thus other met- 
One technique is to 
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and to extrapolate to IC= 0. 
IC = 1 / 2  Io  (cal l  i t  V1/2); f r o m E q .  ( 9 ) ,  
A second technique i s  to  measure  Vc at which 
A third technique involves rearranging Eq. (9) in the following form:  
A plot of ln(Io - Ic)/Io as a function of Vc i s  a s t ra ight  l ine,  the intercept of 
which i s  equal t o  the collector work function 0,. 
itself to leas t  squares  analysis ,  and is thus the mos t  accura te ,  work func- 
tions obtained f r o m  Eq.  (12)  a r e  quoted in the resu l t s  listed below. Work 
functions obtained by the first two methods differed by l e s s  than 0. 015 eV,  
on the average ,  f r o m  those obtained f r o m  Eq. (12) .  
Since this method lends 
Descrintion of Exnerimental  Techniaue 
Experimental  Tube. The design of the experimental  tube used in  the 
work function determinations by the retarding potential method i s  shown in  
Fig. 9. 
field emission electron gun developed for LEED applications, 28 and found 
The electron gun portion of the tube i s  essentially the s a m e  a s  a 
to  be suitable for re tarding potential measurements .  
is a 
distribution along the emission axis. 
The emission source  
[1111 -oriented W f i e l d  emi t te r ,  which has a normal  e lectron energy 
1 
The anode voltage provides the high 
field necessary  to obtain electron emission f r o m  the field emi t te r .  Two 
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einzel lenses  (6 e lectrodes)  focus the divergent beam f r o m  the emi t te r  into 
a near ly  paral le l  beam at the collector.  The Cu m e s h  voltage reduces the 
beam voltage to a few volts above the collector voltage. The Cu mesh  col- 
lects  the portion of beam curren t  not retained by the collector,  and estab- 
l ishes  para l le l  equipotential l ines in f ront  of the collector.  
cleaned by electron bombardment f r o m  a c i rcu lar  W filament concentric 
with the ta rge t  surface.  The ta rge t  is replaceable,  although a change in 
ta rge t  requires  a re-evacuation. 
also replaceable.  
roximately 1 mm. 
The target  is 
The f i e l d  emi t te r  and f i r s t  aper ture  a r e  
The diameter  of the electron beam a t  the target  i s  app- 
The targets  were  made f r o m  single c rys t a l  Marz grade rods.  T o  
obtain a par t icular  ta rge t ,  the corresponding rod was first checked for  orien- 
tation by means  of i ts  Laue backscattered X-ray  pat tern.  
than machined into shape and its f ront  surface electrolytically etched to 
remove work damage. 
to determine f i n a l  orientation and to check for evidence of more  than one 
crystal .  
target  was then installed in the tube. 
The target  was 
A Laue pat tern of the final t a rge t  surface was taken 
The surface was next photographed a t  300 x magnification. The 
Procedure  - The tube was evacuated on a liquid nitrogen trapped m e r -  
cury diffusion sys tem that was baked a t  400OC. 
and nearby elements by electron bombardment and obtaining a vacuum in the 
lo-' '  t o r r  range,  the tube was sealed off for  the f i r s t  t a rge t ,  $110)  W. 
e v e r ,  it  was found difficult to keep a good vacuum in  the tube af ter  many 
After outgassing the target  
How- 
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beatings of the target .  Therefore ,  for  the remaining ta rge ts ,  the tube was 
operated on the vacuum sys tem.  
After ultra-high vacuum was attained, the emi t te r  t ip  was flashed to 
190OoK to obtain a reasonably clean surface and to  reduce noise in the elec- 
t ron beam. Optimum focussing of the electron beam onto the ta rge t  was 
achieved by maximizing the slope of the Ic(Vc) curve in  the low collector 
cur ren t  region. 
plotting Pc(Vc) data in  the f o r m  A E c / A  Vc versus  V, (that i s ,  in the f o r m  
of an  energy distribution plot) and determining the steepness of the leading 
edge of the resulting curve (Fig.  l o ) ,  
10  and 90% points on the leading edge of the energy distribution curve has 
been related to the energy analyzer width (that is ,  the resolution of the ex- 
perimental  tube) by calculations of Young and Kuyatt. 24 F o r  an  emi t t e r  at  
77OK and f r o m  the data i n  Fig.  10 ,  the best  resolution of this par t icular  ex- 
perimental  tube is 0.058 eV. Typical gun voltages to  achieve optimum fo- 
cussing were:  anode, 1000 V; f i r s t  einzel l ens ,  50 V; second einzel l ens ,  
40 V; Cu m e s h ,  10  V. 
The resolution of the tube could then be determined by 
The difference in energy between the 
In order  to produce a clean ta rge t  surface and to limit heating of near -  
by elements in the tube,  the target  was flash heated by electron bombard- 
ment .  Targe ts  were  bombarded for  a few seconds to  reach  temperatures  
a s  follows: 2100OK for  Nb, Re and W ;  1400°K for  Ni ;  and llOO°K for Cu.  
Because of the possibility that the Ni  and Cu sur faces  m a y  sti l l  have had 
some 0 on them at the indicated tempera tures ,  they were f i r s t  heated in a 
H2 atmosphere a t  a p r e s s u r e  > l o e 6  t o r r ,  and then heated in vacuum. The 
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Figure 10. Energy distribution of the collected electrons.  The energy di f -  
ference of 58 meV between 10 and 90% peak height values yields 
a value of 58 meV f o r  the resolution of the experimental  tube. 
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cycle was repeated until no change in work function resulted.  
The emission cur ren t  I, at constant anode voltage Va was checked be- 
fore  and after each target  heating. A n  unchanged 
that no contamination had reached the emit ter  tip. 
contamination was released by the target  during flashing, and that the target  
was essentially clean. 
emission cu r ren t  indicated 
This implies that negligible 
During measurements  the general  experimental  procedure was a s  fol- 
lows : 
(1) The emit ter  was flashed to about 1900°K, a f te r  which the anode 
voltage was adjusted to obtain 0 . 5  18 emission cur ren t .  
tion measurements  the emit ter  temperature  was 77OK. 
During work func- 
( 2 )  The target  was heated by electron bombardment for a few seconds 
to an  appropriate tempera ture  (l isted above). 
noting any change in  emiss ion  cur ren t .  
Contamination was checked by 
( 3 )  If the contamination check was satisfactory,  the collector cur ren t  
was plotted as a function of collector voltage Vc on a n  X-Y plotter.  
emitted cur ren t  and collected cur ren t  were measured by Keithley electro- 
m e t e r s  operated in the feedback o r  "fast" mode; thus the voltage drop a c r o s s  
each me te r  was l e s s  than 1 mV. 
241 voltage supply, which has  a n  accuracy  of k 0. 01% o r  k 5 m V ,  
Both 
The collector voltage was se t  by a Keithley 
(49 Steps ( 2 )  and (3) were  repeated ten to twelve t imes with the target  
a t  room tempera ture  and at liquid nitrogen temperature  for  each target .  
( 5 )  The resulting Ic(Vc)  data were  analyzed according to Eq .  (12)  by a 
high- speed digital computer ,  using a leas t  squares  analysis f i t  to  a straight 
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line to d.etermine the work function of the collector surface.  
Results and Discus s ion 
Surface Conditions - The micrographs taken of the target  surfaces  a r e  
shown in  Fig.  11. The (0001) Re  micrograph shows severa l  c rys t a l  boun- 
dar ies  intersecting the surface.  A Laue pat tern of the surface indicated that 
the surface i s  made up of severa l  c rys ta l s  whose surface normals  lie within 
2 degrees  of the [0001] direction, As the whole Re  sample f r o m  which the 
ta rge t  was produced was s imi l a r ,  the surface that we obtained was the best 
possible, under the circumstances 
All  of the ta rge t  surfaces  h a d  some degree of surface s t ruc ture ,  as  
revealed by the micrographs.  The Laue patterns of the targets  were  sha rp ,  
however,  indicating that the targets were  s ingle-crystal  (except Re) ,  The 
deviations of the surface normals  f r o m  the desired directions,  a s  obtained 
f r o m  the Laue pat terns ,  a r e  given in Table 111. 
la rge  enough to cause a significant change in work function. 
None of the deviations a r e  
TABLE I11 - LAUE DIRECTIONS FOR SINGLE CRYSTALS 
Mat e r i a l  Angle between axis and crys ta l  face normal  
(110) w 2.9'0.4O 
(100)  Nb 0. .5+ 0 . 4 O  
(100)  N i  0 . 7 f 0 . 3 0  
(100)  c u  1, o + o .  3 O  
(100)  w 2. 3 f 0 . 4 '  
(0001) Re  (average)  0 . 6 f  0. 3' 
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Ferp (1  IO) W x300 (100) w x300 
(100) Nb x75 (100) Ni x300 
(100) cu x75 (0001) Re x30 
Figure 11. Micrographs of target surfaces. 
Work function values - The work function values obtained by the field 
emission retarding potential technique a r e  listed in  Table IV. 
tainties l i s t e d  in the table show the spread in the values obtained. 
a l l  accuracy  of the experimental  technique is estimated to lie between & 0 . 0 1  
and a 0, 02 eV. Comparison of these resul ts  with other experimental  resul ts  
i s  given in the following section. 
of present  measurements  
The uncer- 
The over- 
In this section we estimate the reliability 
The main  sources  of possible e r r o r  in these measurements  a r e  changes 
in work function due to patch f i e l d s  associated with surface roughness or  to 
surface contamination. 
of any differing work functions of the surface,  the e r r o r  in work function is 
proportional to the fract ion of surface a r e a  occupied by surface defects. F o r  
a l l  targets  except Re  the fract ion of surface a r e a  associated with surface de- 
fects is smal l ;  thus the corresponding e r r o r  i n  work function i s  small. F o r  
R e ,  a high est imate  of the fractional a r e a  t a k e n u p  by crys ta l  boundaries is 
0. 2;  assuming that the work function of the c rys ta l  boudaries is  4.88 eV, the 
average work function for  Re ,  the remaining a r e a  (the 0001 sur face)  then has 
a work function of 5 .38  eV,  l e s s  than 0. 1 eV higher than the measured work 
function for  (0001)  Re .  
Since the measured work function is  an a r e a  average 
Concerning the possibility of work function change due to contamination, 
the only target  whose cleanliness is in  doubt is (100)  Cu. 
face may not really have been clean despite the repeated heatings in H2 
atmosphere and in vacuum. 
heated hot enough to melt .  
The (100)  Cu s u r -  
In an ea r l i e r  use  of this procedure the Cu was 
The result ing work function was 4 . 9 0  eV a s  com- 
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pared  to 4 .62  eV. 
by par t ia l  melting cf the target .  
measurement .  
The  difference may  be due to  a cleaner  surface obtained 
More d a t a  is needed to confirm the present  
CABLE PV - WORK FUNCTION VALUES OBTAINED BY FIELD EMISSION 
LETARDING : 
date  r ial 
(110) w 
(100) I 3 7  
(100) Nb 
(100)  Ni  
(100) c u  
(0001) R e  
mult icrystal)  
3TENTIAL TECHNIQI 
T e mpe r atu r e  
(OK) 
77 
295 
77 
29 3 
77 
28 8 
77 
301 
77 
300 
77 
29 1 
1 
8 
eV 
5. 245 
5 .283  
4.609 
4.612 
4. 093 
4. 086 
5 .491  
5 .463  
4.670 
4.621 
5. 285 
5.295 
D e vi at i o n 
eV 
0. 007 
. 016 
003 
005 
a 008 
. 009 
. 009 
.020 
D 020 
- 010 
. O l O  
D 011 
COMPARISON O F  RESULTS WITH THEORY AND OTHER EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
Other Experimental  Resul ts  
Table V summar izes  our measurements  by the f i e l d  emiss ion  probe 
and f ie ld  emission retarding potential ( f .  e .  r ,  p. ) techniques and compares  
them with resul ts  f r o m  corresponding thermionic techniques. The agree-  
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ment is  good on a l l  planes of W except for (1  10)  W by the field emission 
probe technique. The 
(100) Cu work function by the f .  e .  r .  p. technique i s  somewhat lower than 
the corresponding thermionic measurement .  F o r  R e ,  the field emiss ion  
probe work functions a r e  consistently higher,  while f .  e. r . p .  work func- 
tion measurement  is lower.  
tion values for the high work function planes of W and Re .  
ences will be discussed in the section comparing thermionic and field 
emis  s ion techniques 
Agreement is fa i r  for most  planes of Mo and Nb. 
The la rges t  differences a r e  in the work func- 
These differ- 
Theoretical  and Semi- emDirica1 Correlations 
The most  adequate theory for  predicting the directional dependence 
of QI fo r  c lean metals  must  account for  the experimental  fact  that suggests 
that 8 i s  strongly related to the geometr ical  o r  the electronic s t ruc ture  
of the surface.  
on the surface except for  the (100) direction of N b  and the ( 1  120) direction 
of Re .  A theory that can predict  these resul ts  would have m e r i t  enough 
to be worth careful  consideration. 
Table 11 shows that QI is proportional to the atom density 
There  a r e  severa l  theories that have evolved over the past  few de- 
cades.  Smoluchowski, 29  following 
separated Q, into a s u m  of a volume contribution and a contribution to the 
potential due to a surface double layer .  
comes f r o m  the idea of a redistribution of the electron cloud on the su r -  
face.  
the work of Wigner and Bardeen, 3 0 9  31 
The origin of this double layer  
This causes  a spreading out of the charge over the surface and a l so  
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tends to smooth out the negative charge surface s o  that surfaces  of equal 
charge density a r e  m o r e  near ly  plane.. From these considerations Smolu- 
chowski calculated differences in work function fo r  the various faces  of W. 
A recent  semi-empir ical  formulation by Steiner and Gyftopoulos 32 
makes use  of the concept of electronegativity to derive an equation by which 
quantitative values of P, m a y  be calculated with a minimum of assumptions 
In this work, P, is  defined in t e r m s  of the amount of work required to remove 
an  electron f r o m  a valence orbital  of a surface a tom without a l ter ing the 
energy s ta te  of the ato,ms. This reduces the problem of calculating the work 
function to that of computing the energy per valence electron i n  a surface 
ato:m. 
expression for  8 is derived: 
By equating P, with the neutral  orbital  electronegativity, the following 
32 
vs t 1 
.m 
8 = 0.98  t 1.57 (eV) 
where vs is  the number of bonding electrons p e r  surface a tom,  and r m a  the 
effective s ize  of these atoms in angs t roms,  is assumed to be equal to the 
atomic radius 33 
In o rde r  to use  Eq.  (13) f o r  calculating Steiner and Gyftopoulos de- 
rive the surface valence vs in t e r m s  of the metall ic valence v m  and the f ra -  
tional bond numbers of a toms in the bulk. A brief outline of the method is  
presented in the following paragraphs 
The number of bonding electrons per  a tom in the bulk of a metal  is  
, 
defined a s  the metall ic valence vm. The average number of bonding elec-  
t rons shared by two interacting atoms separated by a distance R is 2n, where 
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n is the fractional bond number.  34 According to Pauling, 35 the fractional 
bond numbers na and nb associated with the interatomic separat ions Ra and 
Rb is given by: 
Rb - Ra = 0.26  In (na/nb) 
F o r  bcc and hcp crys ta l  s t ruc tu re ,  fractional bond numbers  between atoms 
fur ther  distant than next nea res t  neighbors a r e  negligible. F o r  fcc fractional 
bond numbers between atoms fur ther  distant than neares t  neighbors a r e  negli- 
gible. 
ta l  s t ruc tures  a r e  given by: 
The metal l ic  valence and fractional bond numbers  for  the various crys-  
vm = 8na t 6nb for bcc 
vm = 6na t 6nb for hcp 
vm = 12na for  fcc 
where na and nb a r e  the fractional bond numbers for  neares t  and next nea res t  
neighbors,  respectively.  Tabulated values of metall ic valence and interatomic 
distances can be used in Eqs. (12)  and (24) to compute the fractional bond num- 
be r s  na and nbo If it i s  assumed that the fractional bond numbers of a toms on 
the surface a r e  identical to  those of a toms in the bulk, then the surface valence 
i s  given by: 
where Na  and N a r e  the number of nea res t  and next neares t  neighbors of b 
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surface atoms respectively. 
tallographic orientation of the surface 
The numbers N and Nb a r e  fixed by the c rys-  a 
The semi- empir ica l  approach outlined above allows for  computations 
of 0 to be made based on known propert ies  of meta ls .  
cedure work function values for  the metals  and orientations of this work 
were  computed The agreement  was sufficiently encouraging that values 
were  calculated for  a number of other meta ls  and crys ta l  directions fo r  
which experimental  data was available f r o m  the l i t e ra ture .  The resul ts  
a r e  shown in  Table V, In order  to cor re la te  the Table V results with the 
discussion of the relationship between the value of the work function mea-  
sured  and the method of obtaining that measurement ,  the experimental  values 
of 0 a r e  separated according to the measuring technique that was used.  
Numbers in  parentheses  a r e  references to the l i terature .  
The remarkably good agreement  between Eq.  (13) and experiment  
Following this pro- 
for  the substrates  listed in  Table V reemphasizes  the observation that the 
electronic s t ruc ture  of the surface is significant in predicting the clean work 
function of the surface.  
work function of a me ta l  surface according to this theory a r e  the number 
of ligands possessed by a n  a tom on the sur face ,  the interatomic distances 
between that a tom and its ligands, and the metal l ic  valence. 
function planes a r e  those for which the number of ligands and the metal l ic  
valence a r e  l a rge ,  and the interatomic distances a r e  smal l .  
The most  significant factors  in determining the 
The high work 
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EVALUATION O F  THERMIONIC AND FIELD EMISSION 
TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING CLEAN METAL WORK FUNCTIONS 
Within the pas t  few years  there has been considerable in te res t  in  mea-  
suring the t rue  values of Q, fo r  single planes of clean metal  surfaces  with great  
accuracy. As a resu l t  of a careful l i t e ra ture  sea rch  the measured values fo r  
a number of major  planes of some of the transit ion metals  a r e  given in Table 
V. 
shows that QI is  essentially independent of the measuring technique with the 
notable exception of W (1 10) and all planes of Re .  F o r  these la t ter  planes,  
field emission measurements  a r e  a s  much a s  1. 0 eV higher than ei ther  ther-  
mionic o r  retarding potential measuremtns  e 
A cur so ry  comparison of the values obtained by the different techniques 
It is interesting to note that two meta ls ,  Ta and Nb,  with identical la t -  
t ice pa rame te r s  and s imi la r  electronic s t ruc tures  exhibit no anomalously 
high field emission @ fo r  any plane. However, for  W and Mo, two metals  
that a l so  have identical la t t ice  pa rame te r s  
s t ruc ture ,  the field emission measurements  give anomalously high (1 10) 
values of Q, for  W but not for Mo. 
difference for  the Q, values measured by various methods for  the (110) plane 
of W must  a l so  account fo r  the good agreement  with the (1 10) plane of Mo 
for  a l l  measuring methods.  It mus t  a l so  explain why the (110)  plane of W 
i s  the only major  plane of W for  which any discrepancy exists.  
but slightly different electronic 
A theory that will explain the 0 .6  eV 
In attempting to understand these discrepancies ,  work function m u s t  
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be defined in a generalized fo rm that will fit a l l  types of emission procedures .  
The best  definition seems  to be that @ is the maximum potential energy of a n  
electron a t  the surface of an  emi t t e r ,  that i s ,  @ is equal to the difference bet- 
ween the F e r m i  energy and the surface potential energy. 
In a recent  theoretical  work, Itskovich41 extended the original Fowler and 
Nordheim theory of field emiss ion  to include the effects due to the complex elec- 
t ron dispers ion within the meta l .  
functions outside the meta l  a r e  writ ten as products of plane waves in the x and 
y directions multiplied by functions of z .  The wave functions inside the meta l  
a r e  superpositions of Bloch waves. The resul ts  of the calculation a r e  that the 
principal contribution to field emission comes f r o m  electrons whose energy in  
the z direction i s  a maximum. The principal difference between the equations 
for field emission cur ren t  derived by Itskovich in which electrons obey a dis- 
pers ion law, and the original Fowler-Nordheim model which is a special  case  of 
f r e e  e lec t rons ,  consists in replacing 9, by Q l e f f .  
the F e r m i  surface surrounds the origin in  k space,  par t icular ly  in the f r e e  elec- 
t ron  model. Electrons that a r e  emitted below the Fermi level or  outside the 
conduction band reach  a maximum energy in the z direction that does not cor- 
respond to the maximum in the total  energy,  therefore @,ff > @. 
F o r  these calculations, the electron wave 
The condition for  $4 = @,ff i s  when 
The only value that can  be determined f r o m  field emission measure-  
ments is @,ff. 
tion of momentum, and when @,ff > @ ,  i t  does not. 
a s  i s  the case  of T a ,  Nb, and Mo, the conclusion is that the F e r m i  surface 
i s  intersected by a l l  s t ra ight  l ines passing through the coordinate or i -  
When Oeff = @, the F e r m i  surface is intersected by the z direc-  
If 9, = (deff f o r  all directions,  
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gin. 
12a (reproduced f r o m  reference 40)  and yet st i l l  enclose the origin. 
(deff Q, for only one or  two directions and Geff  = Q, f o r  a l l  other directions 
the F e r m i  surface has a f o r m  s imi la r  to that shown i n  F ig .  12b (as in the 
case  of N i  where the open directions correspond to the [ 1111 necks).  If 
(Jeff = Q, for  many directions and Q,,ff> Q, for  the remaining ones,  the F e r m i  
surface consists of sma l l  pockets such a s  in  Fig.  12c. 
The shape of the Fermi surface can be complex a s  in the case  of Fig. 
If 
The original theory of field emission f r o m  metals  was based on the 
f r ee  electron model. 
could be due to the differences between (Jeff and Q, depending upon the f o r m  
of the Fermi surface.  Although the detailed F e r m i  surfaces  for all of the 
meta ls  listed in Table V a r e  not well known, it i s  interesting to speculate 
that the la rge  discrepancies between the values of Q, measured by thermionic 
and by field emission techniques could be accounted for i f  these shapes were  
known. Recent work on the band s t ruc ture  and F e r m i  surface of Re42 show 
that there  is a n  open s t ruc ture  along the < 0001 > direction, in which case  
O e f f >  Q,. This may account for the unusually high value obtained by field 
emission methods. F o r  W ,  the F e r m i  surface i s  very s imi la r  to that of 
M043944 except that in the 
kets that a r e  ve ry  sma l l  in  W a n d  l a rge  in  Mo. 
c losure of the k-space origin by a n  electron surface rules out a n  explanation 
based solely on Itskovich's model. 
The anisotropy result ing f r o m  field emission data 
< 110> direction, there  a r e  some "hole" poc- 
However, the complete en- 
Thermionic experiments a l so  m e a s u r e  a n  effective thermionic work 
function.45 The arguments  a r e  s imi la r  to those given above for field emis-  
5 0  
0 b C 
Figure 12. Various forms of F e r m i  energy surfaces .  
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sion except that now the energy surfaces  a r e  not the same as  the ionic sur -  
face.  The equal energy sur faces  a r e  defined such that the projection of the 
energy surface on the x-y plane in  momentum space has a common point 
with the c i rc le  
(Px 2 2  t P )/2mo < E  t e 3/2Fi  l 2  
Y 
Obviously the minimum energy of electrons escaping f r o m  the me ta l  is  the 
condition Emin ? - e 3 / 2 F 1 / 2 e  F o r  f r e e  electrons Emin = - e 3 / 2 F 1 / 2  and Pz 
intersects  the energy surface E = - e3 /2F1 /2e  
8,ff = 8. F o r  other cases  g e f f >  @. 
This is the only case  f o r  which 
F r o m  the above discussion, it is  obvious that only f o r  f ree-electron 
type surfaces  will 8,ff = 8 independent of the technique of measuring 8.  F o r  
field emission the c r i t i ca l  parameter  is the shape of the F e r m i  surface,  and 
fo r  thermionic emission,  it is the shape of the vacuum level energy surface.  
However, the la t ter  surface is  generally much more  highly developed, there- 
fore  there  i s  a much grea te r  probability that @,ff = @ for  thermionic emission 
than for  field emission. Consequently the probability 
8,ff(F. E. ) L geff(Thermionic) 
that 
(18) 
is  much grea te r  than the reverse .  
substantiates this conclusion. 
The experimental  data shown in Table V 
Other possible explanations of the discrepancies between field emis-  
sion and thermionic emis  sion measured  work functions involve (1) surface 
band s t ruc tu re ,  45 ( 2 )  s ta t ic  field penetration and atomic polarization, 46 ,  47 
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( 3 )  differences in thermal  d isorder ,  
J . R .  Smith45 points out that surface band s t ruc ture  may  be ve ry  d i f -  
f e r en t  f r o m  the bulk band s t ruc ture  and thus could account for the differences 
in  work function measurements  whereas the la t te r  does not. However, the 
dependence of surface band s t ruc ture  upon crystallographic direction has 
not been evaluated yet and thus there  a r e  no details concerning how it may 
affect work functions of different planes. 
The high e lec t r ic  fields required for  field emission could affect the 
work function measurements .  46,  47 Tsong and M k l e r 4 6  calculate an  appre- 
ciable increase  in work function fo r  fields required for  field ionization (4 to 
5 V/A).  However, Kaplitt,  48 following the formulation by Smoluchowski, 
has  calculated the differences in  work function for the principal planes of 
tungsten due to fields required for  field emission (0.  3 to 0 .4  V / i )  and finds 
negligible differences for (110)  W. Also,  his calculations indicate that a 
high-field effect should be grea te r  for a low work function plane (1 11 W) than 
for  a high work function plane (1 10 W). 
0 
Therma l  d isorder  and other surface defects can  affect the value of 
work function a s  measured  by the different techniques. 
can be essentially eliminated on the microscopic planes of a field emission 
tip; this probably i s  not possible on macroscopic  planes. However, it i s  
difficult to account for  the disagreement  on the (110)  plane of W and the good 
agreement  on the (110)  plane of Mo by this explanation; both metals  a r e  re -  
f rac tory  meta ls  with near ly  identical c rys ta l  s t ruc tures .  
Surface d isorder  
The conclusions drawn Prom these considerations a r e  the following: 
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(1) Retarding potential methods of determining work function a r e  best  
for  macroscopic surfaces  e 
weighted towards low work function values,  and thus will not change the work 
function measurement  appreciably if their  concentration is small .  
Surface defects a r e  area-averaged rather  than 
(2 )  The field emission retarding potential technique has two advantages 
over the thermionic retarding potential technique: (a) a magnetic field i s  not 
required,  and (b )  the temperature  of the emission source need not be measured 
or calculated accurately.  
(3) The emission methods yield work function values in good agreement 
with each other and with the retarding potential methods for  low work function 
planes. A t  present ,  no explanation seems  adequate in accounting for  the dif- 
ferences in work function measurements  for the high work function planes of 
tungs ten and rhenium. 
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ACTIVATION ENERGIES O F  DESORPTION AND WORK FUNCTIONS OF CESIUM 
ON OXYGENATED TUNGSTEN, FLUORINATED TUNGSTEN, AND RHENIUM 
In the study of low work function adsorbates  the favorable propert ies  
of the alkal i  and alkaline ea r th  metals have long been recognized. 
adsorbed on W ,  work functions a s  low as 1 .5  eV have been obtained and even 
lower values obtained when Cs was deposited upon chemisorbed layers  of 0 
and F. 
leas t  a t  low Cs  coverages - occurs because of the presence of underlying 0 
and F. 
sys t ems ,  it is of in te res t  to examine how the binding energy of Cs  on W / F  and 
W / O  subs t ra tes  var ies  with amount of adsorbed Cs and preadsorbed 0 or F. 
Included below i s  a table of a few of the pertinent physical propert ies  of oxy- 
gen and fluorine: 
F o r  C s  
In addition, an  increase in  binding energy of Cs to the subs t ra te  - a t  
In view of the very  low work functions attainable in these coadsorbate 
Ionization Ele  c tr onega tivity 
Pauling scale 
An ea r l i e r  field emission study of the C s / F / W  sys tem by Wolf49 showed 
remarkable  s imi la r i t i es  to the Cs /O/W system. F o r  example both systems 
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have previously been observed to yield a work function a s  low a s  "1 eV. 
Methods of Obtaining Activation Energ ies  of Desorption of 
Cesium f r o m  Fluorinated Tungs ten and f r o m  Oxygenated Tungsten 
Most of the measurements  in  this section were  ca r r i ed  out using field 
emission techniques with a 110 oriented emit ter .  Fig. 13 is a c r o s s  sec-  
tion of the field emission tube used in this work to obtain the average adsorp-  
tion and desorption data. 
work and to  250°K p r io r  to  the C s / F / W  work; in the la t ter  case ,  bakeout 
tempera tures  were restr ic ted to 250 K in order  to prevent diffusion of C s F  
f r o m  the C s F  bucket source  throughout the tube space.  
sing included outgassing of various e lec t rodes ,  careful outgassing of the C s F  
and 0 source.  
CuO source a t  dull red heat for severa l  hours i n N 2  c m  of 0 2 ;  a f te r  proces-  
sing, the tubes were  sealed off under vacuum at  a residual p r e s s u r e  of 
< 
The tube was baked a t  450°K pr ior  to the Cs/O/W 
0 
The vacuum proces-  
The 0 source was prepared by heating the finely granulated 
t o r r .  Operation of a Mo ge t te r  ensured a vacuum of < 1O-I' t o r r  
when the tube was operated fully immersed  in LN2. 
break s e a l  ampoules which were  used as a reservoi r  of Cs fo r  the P t  plat- 
f o r m  source.  
heating a nichrome sp i r a l  around the r e se rvo i r .  A Pt sp i r a l  around the 
nozzle was then heated to evaporate the Cs onto the LN2 cooled platform 
source  f r o m  which radial  beams of Cs  atoms could be projected to the emit- 
t e r  by heating the platform. 
The tubes contain Cs  
Cs  was d r i v e n f r o m  the r e se rvo i r  into the glass  nozzle by 
If necessary,  reproducible doses of any s i ze  
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Figure 1 3 .  Cross  section of field emission tube used to determine activation 
energies of C s  desorption f r o m  W / O  and W J F  subs t ra tes .  
the F work, the Cu oxide source was replaced by a C s F  source.  
F o r  
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could be directed a t  the emi t te r  mere ly  by heating at fixed currents  fo r  con- 
trolled periods - usually 30 seconds - of time. 
Before beginning desorption energy measurements ,  it was necessary  
to ensure  that the emi t te r  cap and shank were fully equilibrated with one 
another with respec t  to adsorbed Cs. 
perpendicular to the emit ter  axis.  
pera ture  sufficient to achieve slow migration, uniform distribution over the 
emit ter  cap i s  rapidly achieved but equilibration between the shank and 
emit ter  is  achieved much more  slowly. Equilibration without concomitant 
desorption is especially difficult to attain a t  high Cs coverages because of 
the smal l  difference between equilibration and desorption temperatures .  
This problem is s t i l l  m o r e  ser ious fo r  W/O and W / F  substrates  because 
these two electronegative ads o r  bates increase the migrat ion temperature  
of Cs for  coverages l e s s  than one monolayer. The equilibration problem 
was solved by dosing the emi t te r  with 5 3 separate  monolayers50 and equili- 
brating the emit ter  cap with each one before equilibrating for 10 minutes 
a t  -300'K. 
off excess  C s  a t  the appropriate temperature .  
cedure resulted in either curved Arrhenius plots o r  Arrhenius constants 
representat ive of diffusion processes .  
The  initial dose of Cs impinges near ly  
When the emi t te r  is  then heated to a tem- 
Working coverages of C s  were  then established by desorbing 
Fa i lure  to employ this pro- 
Dosing the emi t te r  with 0 2  and C s F  was accomplished by heating the 
The required W/O or W / F  P t  buckets enclosing CuO or  C s F  respectively.  
surface was then obtained by heating the dosed surfaces  in  the neighborhood 
of 1100- 1200°K in o rde r  either to remove loosely bound 0 and F or  to con- 
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ver t  these to  tighter binding s ta tes .  
quent adsorbate  desorption and s ta te  change which would otherwise occur 
during ces ium desorption runs at elevated temperatures .  Such changes 
would obscure interpretation of desorption data and s o  must  be avoided. 
Cs  accompanying the initial deposition of F was of course a l so  removed by 
heating the emit ter  to 1100- 1200°K. Build-up of la rge  amounts of F on the 
surface required a s  many as 5-6 repetitions of this dosing/heating sequence. 
Maximum F retention on the surface was accomplished by dosing the emit ter  
with C s F  and heating i t  to  llOOOK with the field emission tube s c r e e n  held a t  
- 2 0 0  V during the l a s t  few dosing sequences. 
This is  necessary  to minimize subse- 
The 
The method used for obtaining work functions is  based on the analysis 
presented ea r l i e r  in Section I, page 7 .  In the present  case  P r e l / 6  av = 1 and 
# i s  given by 
where the subscr ipts  c '  and a r e fe r  to clean and adsorbate covered emi t te rs  
respectively. Adsorbate coverage was measured by f i r s t  determining work 
functions and then using this to obtain coverage f r o m  previously obtained work 
function/adsorbate coverage curves.  
e rage  involved measuring the voltage V required to draw a f i x e d  field emis-  
sion cu r ren t  and using V a s  a n  indicator of surface coverage instead of 8.  
This method was especially useful for collecting desorption data. 
An auxiliary method of monitoring cov- 
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Field Emission Probe  Techniques for Measuring Binding Energ ies  
of Cesium on Single Crvstal  Planes 
Three  field emiss ion  methods of obtaining binding energies  of Cs on 
various substrates  a r e  available. These three methods each involve use of 
probe hole techniques in which the electrons field emitted f rom a single plane 
a r e  collected in a Fa raday  cup col lector ,  but the methods differ in  quantities 
direct ly  measured and interpretation. 
scribed below: 
(1) 
A description of the methods is  de- 
Measuring5O9 51 the equilibrium distribution of Cs  over the substrate  
and obtaining differences in  heats of binding between the different planes 
f r o m  the Boltzmann equation: n l /n2  = exp ( F 2  - F l ) / k T ,  where n l  and 
n2 a r e  the concentrations of Cs on planes 1 and 2 and where F 1  and F 2  
a r e  the corresponding f r e e  energies of desorption. A reasonable assump- 
tion, especially a t  low coverages,  i s  that differences in entropy of de- 
sorption a r e  negligible s o  that F2-F1 = H2-H1 where H2 and HI a r e  the 
enthalpies of desorption of Cs f r o m  planes 1 and 2 respectively.  
quantity H2-H1 may be obtained a s  a function of average surface coverage, 
The 
n, by measuring n l /n2  a s  a function of E. At coverages,  0 2 0 . 3 ,  n / n  2 1  
for a l l  planes tends to unity s o  that enthalpies of adsorption for the d i f -  
f e ren t  planes converge to the s a m e  value - that measured in experiments 
which relate average enthalpies, E of desorption to average coverage of 
Cs .  F o r  the case  where 
to value of H f o r  the plane which binds Cs the mos t  strongly. 
increases  a s  ii dec reases ,  E corresponds 
F o r  CS 
6 0  
adsorbed on clean tungsten, this is the (110) plane. Hence by determining 
the rat ios  ni/nl10 for a l l  other planes,  we can  establish Hi a s  a function 
of ii f o r  each of them. 
n depends on how Cs affects e i ther  #i ,  the work function of plane i o r  Vi, 
the voltage required to r each  a given fixed cu r ren t  Io for the plane, 
either case the task involves obtaining work function versus  coverage curves 
for Cs deposited both in an  equilibrated s ta te  and in a n  unequilibrated s ta te  
in which the distribution of Cs  depends only on the number of C s  atoms 
which impinge on each plane during dosing and not on how the energy of 
adsorption of Cs  var ies  f r o m  plane to plane. 
energy of adsorption is  involved when C s  is adsorbed on W s o  that energy 
of adsorption = energy of desorption. ) Cs dosing is accomplished by direc-  
ting a flux of Cs atoms along a l ine which makes a s  sma l l  a n  angle ( V  - 30 1 
a s  possible to the emi t te r  axis .  
The procedure used to measu re  ni a s  a function of 
In 
(Note that no activation 
0 
The relation between impinged adsorbate  
density, 
between 
average 
for 1, 2 ,  
ni, and E is  given by: ni/G = T  (cos E' s i n y ) ,  where E' is the angle 
the C s  source and the normal  to the region i being probed. C s  
coverage n is obtained by determining the work function change A Q, 
- - - n  equilibrated doses of C s  and comparing the resu l t s  with previous- 
- 
l y  obtained curves of A @ versus  ii fo r  Cs on W. 
equilibrated and Bi versus  E fo r  unequilibrated layers  may be combined to 
yield information on how ni var ies  with i by noting that a work function # 
corresponds to n on the equilibrated curve and to ni  on the unequilibrated plot. 
The unequilibrated curve is used a s  a calibration curve and enables u s  to 
convert  measured work function values,  obtained f r o m  the equilibrated 
Curves of #i versus  i? for  
i 
curves 
bration, 
tain the rat ios  of n . / n  f r o m  which the enthalpies Hi a r e  obtained. 
In this method, use is made of the Boltzmann relation above ni /n2 = 
exp (Fi - F Z ) / k T  except that l n ( n l / n 2 )  is plotted a s  a function of 1 /T  
to yield F1 - F2 direct ly  without the use  of the unequilibrated curves .  
Now A gia ni a t  l ea s t  for sma l l  coverages and to a good approximation 
( AVi/Voi) 
ference cu r ren t  Io and 
deposition. 
(Hi - H2)/kT s o  that a plot of In(  AVl/Vo,)/( AV2/Vo2)  versus  1 /T  
should yield H1 - H2 whereas the previous method yields F 1  - F 2 .  The 
procedure involves heating the ces ium coated emi t te r  at  a temperature  
T until equilibrium is  attained and then cooling rapidly to quench in  this 
distribution which is determined by sampling AV for planes of interest .  
This is repeated for  other values of T ,  If the equilibration temperature  
chosen i s  too high, the C s  will r ea r r ange  on cooling to  give a dis t r i -  
bution character is t ic  of a lower temperature  T 
temperature  chosen is  too low, impossibly long equilibration t imes will 
be required.  
t ime constant, T c ,  f o r  cooling the emi t te r  andon the width of the tem- 
pera ture  zone TH - T L  where TL is the tempera ture  for which equili- 
bration t imes 2 10 sec .  Large values of T a r e  inconvenient since 
they decrease  TH - TL by decreasing THe 
into actual surface coverages which exist  a s  a r e su l t  of equili- 
This procedure is repeated for  other planes of interest  to ob- 
1 110 
( 2 )  
ni where Voi is the voltage required to draw a fixed re -  
AVi is the change in that voltage caused by C s  
Hence we have In(  AVl/Vol) / (  A V2/V02) = constant t 
If the equilibration H" 
Whether or  not the method is practicable depends on the 
4 
6 2  
(3) This method is a var iant  of the f i r s t  method in which a simple model is 
assumed for variation of dipole moment ,  P , with coverage; local cov- 
erage 0 
where Qli is the work function change on plane i due to adsorption of C s  
and 
- -  e t  a l .  52  found that the Topping5' depolarization model was adequate 
to explain how 1-1 varied with oi whereas Swanson and Strayer54 found 
that a simple empir ical  representation worked just  a s  well. 
contain two adjustable constants which can be evaluated by fitting to ex- 
per imental  data a t  the minimum of the work function coverage curve.  
The justification for  this procedure i s  based on Gomer ' s51  finding that 
no coverage anisotropy existed a t  the minimum point for the closely 
analogous tungs ten/potas s ium sys tem. 
may then be found f r o m  the Helmholtz equation 8, =4TVno o i  
no is the surface density of adsorbate when 0. = 1.  Comer  
1 
Both models 
Although a l l  the above three methods offer means of obtaining values 
of H for  individual planes,  each offers a different balance of convenience 
and certainty.  The f i r s t  and third methods enable u s  to compute values of 
F 2  - F1 f r o m  which H2 - Hi is obtained by the reasonable assumption that 
F 2  - F1 = H 2  - HI.  
is calculated direct ly  f r o m  I / V  measurements  for planes 1 and 2 .  
adsorbate  coverage range this method does not require  knowledge of 1-I 1(0 = 0) 
and P 2( 0 = 0) ;  a t  high coverages it s t i l l  may  be used provided the relations 
A g1( 01) and 
The second method is f r e e  of this assumption and H2-H1 
In the low 
A82( 0 2 )  a r e  known. .These may be obtained f r o m  unequilibrated 
data a s  in method (1). Methods (1) and (3) have been successfully tr ied be- 
6 3  
5 2 J  55 however, we selected method ( 2 )  for  investigation because 
not only does it offer us  a d i rec t  measu re  of H2- H1 and hence H for  any 
plane but in  the low coverage region where H2 - H1 is likely to be grea tes t ,  
the method does not require  knowledge of how A PI, var ies  with @ i o  
The f i e l d  emission tube used in this section is shown in  Fig.  14. It 
contains a quadrupole e lectrostat ic  deflection sys t em,  a CuO oxygen source 
and a ces ium zeolite ion source.  
opposite quadrants ra ised equal voltages above and below the anode potential. 
Operation of the deflection sys t em did not introduce any field cor rec t ions ,  
provided the emit ter  was well centered. 
The deflection sys tem was operated with 
The method involves depositing cesium on the emi t te r  and heating a t  
t empera ture  T1 until thorough equilibration of the ces ium over the emi t te r  and 
i ts  shank has  been achieved. 
s ium distribution which i s  determined f r o m  the I / V  charac te r i s t ics  of the 
planes of in te res t .  
and the quenched in ces ium i s  determined once m o r e .  
peated until the quenched in distribution is  changed. 
The emi t te r  is then cooled to quench in the ce- 
Equilibration i s  next resumed a t  a lower temperature  T2 
This procedure is re-  
Unfortunately, no such change has yet been confirmed, even af ter  a 
detailed s e a r c h  of the temperature  range between 300°K and 160°K. 
initial changes were  noted on the 100 and 110 plane but these were  not e rased  
by reheating to 300°K s o  that the coverage changes were  not revers ible .  The 
fai lure  to successfully implement this method so far may  be due to one o r  
m o r e  of the following reasons:  
Some 
(1)  The upper temperature  a t  which equilibration was begun was 
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too low in which case equilibration would not occur :n the 
t ime of experiment.  
The lower temperature  at which equilibration was terminated 
may have been too high in  which case  rearrangement  of ad- 
sorbate would have occurred during quenching of the emit ter  
to 78OK, 
The quench t ime of the emit ter  was too long s o  that the dif- 
ference T H -  T1, was too smal l .  
T H -  TL  could hinder the sea rch  for  changes of adsorbate 
distribution with temperature  because the experimental  p r s -  
cedure involved decreasing the emit ter  temperature  in a s e r i e s  
of d i scre te  steps. If the s ize  of these temperature  steps was 
grea te r  than TH-  T L 2  the cr i t ical  equilibration zone between 
T H -  TL  could easily be missed.  Possibility ( 3 )  was checked 
by measuring the emit ter  loop temperature  a s  a function of 
t ime af te r  heating to various temperatures  e 
Very smal l  values of 
Although longer than expect3d ( see  Fig.  15) ,  the quench t ime is still 
sma l l  enough for an  adequate temperature  range TH - TL. 
measured he re  i s  for the loop. Rough calculations indicate the emit ter  tem- 
perature  is capable of following the loop temperature  quite closely ;ince the 
t ime required for the emit ter  to  cool to 1 / 2  of the temperature  difference be- 
tween i t  and the point where the shank joins the loop is about 0. P seconds.  
By re fer r ing  to ea r l i e r  data on Cs diffusion t imes for  various regions of the 
W emit ter  the temperature  zone T 
The quench t ime 
- TL was established at  &3O0K in the H 
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Figure 15. Figure shows how temperature of emit ter  dropped when heating 
cur ren t  was terminated. 
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t empera ture  range 200-250°K. However, some 0 was deposited along with 
C s  during dosing s o  that actual equilibration temperatures  may have been 
higher than those investigated s o  far.  
Methods of Data Analvsis 
It was assumed that desorption took place according to f irst  o rde r  kine- 
t ics  in which case:  
k = - d  0 / 0 d t  = L, exp -H/kT ( 2 0 )  
where V is the preexponential of desorption. H var ies  with surface coverage 
0 . Swanson and G ~ m e r ~ ~  have discussed this situation and the following ana- 
lys i s  is based on their  work. 
represented by: 
Over a smal l  range of coverage, H( 0 ) may be 
where g = 6H/6  0. Hence we have: 
- d  O/dt = V 0  exp 1-H( Oi)/kT] exp [-g(0 -0 i ) / kT]  
= ki exp [-g( 0 - 0 i ) / k T ]  say.  
On integration we have: 
kit = exp ( -g  Oi/kT) 0 - l  exp (g 0/kT)d 0 
where O i  and O f  a re  the surface coverages at t ime 0 and t ime t respectively.  
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-1  
i ’  
If the variation in  0 
then the integration of Eq. (23) can be given in closed form.  
ment  is that 
can be neglected through the interval  O f  - 0 
This require- 
and this jus t  holds for  the resul ts  obtained in this work. Finally i f  
we have for  g < o( i .  e . ,  Hdes increases  a s  0 dec reases )  
Both of the above inequalities hold for this work s o  that f r o m  Eqs. (20 )  and 
(26)  we have: 
s o  
hence 
-H( Of)(loglOe)/kT = log k T / (  of lg l )  - log t 
cS log t / B ( l / T )  = H( O f )  loglOe/k = S 
( 28 
( 2 9  
Hence the slope S of a n  Arrhenius plot of log t versus  1 / T  yields the grea tes t  
value of H during the interval  0 f - 
obtained from Eqs. (28) and (29)  and is  given by 
0 i .  The preexponential t e r m  log is 
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Values of g were  obtained f r o m  plots of H versus  0 .  
points H was obtained f r o m  a desorption run a t  one temperature  in which 
case  a value for  log V 
during high tempera ture  runs by biasing the field emission s c r e e n  positively. 
By biasing the s c r e e n  negatively, both ionic and neutral  desorption products 
were  obtained. 
desorption were car r ied  out by using the la t ter  e lec t r ic  field regime.  
minal desorption in this situation was a regenerative process  so  that C s  could 
be removed a t  significantly lower tempera tures  than for the neutral  desorp- 
tion case .  Under these conditions, C s  was removed with minimal  fur ther  
effect on the underlying electronegative layer .  
At some coverage 
was assumed.  Neutral a tom desorption was ensured 
Checks fo r  removal of electronegative adsorbate during Cs  
Ter -  
Results of Cesium Desorption f rom Fluorinated Tungsten 
Table VI1 summar izes  the ionic and neutral  desorption energies and 
preexponential resul ts  obtained at different coverages of Cs  on two W/F sub- 
s t r a t e s .  A plot of H versus  n is depicted in  F ig .  16 along with a plot57 of 
H versus  n for  C s  on clean W. It can be seen that values of H converge to 
the clean W values for n = 1 x 10l8  atoms /m2,  and, within the l imits  of ex- 
perimental  e r r o r ,  a r e  indistinguishable f r o m  one another for the two F 
coverages studied in this work. An interesting feature  of the Table VI1 
resul ts  is  the s imilar i ty  (most ly  within 
those of the corresponding work functions. 
values of H for  W / F  substrates  a r e  about 0 . 5  eV l a rge r  than the clean W 
10%) between the values of H and 
F o r  n = 1 x 10l8  a t o m s / m 2 ,  the 
7 0  
TABLE VI1 - ACTIVATION ENERGIES AND PREEXPONENTIALS O F  DE- 
TUNGSTEN SUBSTRATES. 
SORPTION OF CESIUM N E U T R A L S ~  AND I O N S ~  FROM FLUORINATED 
Initial subs t ra te  Ces ium Ces ium sub- Activation energy Log (desorp- 
work function coverage- s t r a t e  work of desorption (eV) tion preexpo- 
eV a t o m s / m L  function (ev) nential) 
1 '  
4. 78 
4. 78 
4. 78 
4.78 
4.78 
I 4 * 7 8  
1.18-1.31) 
0.72 - 0.88) 
0.50 - 0.65) 
0.50 - 0.65) 
0.34 - 0.39) 
0.34 - 0. 39: 
x1018 
x1018 
x1018 
x1018 
x1018 
x1018 
5 .22  (2,42 - 2.48) 
5 .22  (1.47 -1.53) 
5 . 2 2  (0.90 - 1.30) 
5.22 (0.90 - 1.30) 
5 - 2 2  (0.70 - 0.80) 
x1018 
x1018 
x1018 
x1018 
ST I n 18 
Atoms 
1.  85 
2 .35  
2 .84  
2. 84 
3 .44  
3.44 
Atoms 
1.46 
1.42 
2. 04 
2. 04 
2. 72 
2. 08"' 
2.48' 
3.38' 
2 .  82ac 
3. 39c 
3 .  02ac 
1. 35c 
1. 75c 
2.54c 
2 .  4OaC 
2.83' 
14 .0  
13 .7  
17 .3  
14 .0  
16 .2  
14 .0  
12 .3  
12.9 
14.0 
13.7 
Atoms 
"Activation energy of desorption calculated by assuming a desorption preex- 
ponential of 1014. 
bNote that F concentration was diminishing during course  of run  
'Neutral ce s ium a tom desorption was ensured by applying -150 V to s c r e e n  
during desorption p rocess  when T > 60O0K. 
dIonic desorption was ass i s ted  by making the s c r e e n  -50 V. 
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values. 
energy measurements  f o r  desorption of C S  neutrals were  restr ic ted to  C s  
coverages grea te r  than 0,7 x 10l8  a t o m s / m  because removal of F by ce- 
s ium takes place at the higher tempera tures  required to desorb Cs f r o m  
lower C s  coverages.  F o r  init ial  W / F  work functions around 4 .8  eV, de- 
sorption was  res t r ic ted  for  the same reason  to C s  coverages of grea te r  
than 0 . 3  x 1OI8 a toms /m2 .  A final desorption curve obtained a t  1000°K 
f o r  neutral  Cs desorption was accompanied by removal of F; 
W / F  work function of 4 .99  eV declined to 4. 59 eV af te r  desorption. 
coverage information was obtained f r o m  previously published work func- 
t ion/coverage curves for  Cs adsorbed on various W / F  subs t ra tes .  
When the measured desorption preexponential exceeded 
F o r  initial W / F  work functions grea te r  than 4. 8 eV, activation 
2 
an initial 
Cs 
52 
H 
was recomputed f r o m  the Arrhenius  plot by assuming a value fo r  the pre-  
exponential of 1014. 
15 where they a r e  represented by open symbols. 
These values are included in Table VI1 and in Fig.  
Two ionic heats of desorption were  a l so  measured a t  low C s  co- 
verages f r o m  W / F  substrates  of work functions 4.66 eV add 5. 05 eV. 
H and log V 
Schmidt. 
Both 
were  similar to the clean W values measured by Gomer and 
Complete removal of Cs  as  neutral  atoms f r o m  W / F  substrates  
appeared to be accompanied by near  total removal of F f r o m  the subs t ra te ,  
a t  l eas t  f o r  the temperatures  studied s o  far.  Complete removal of C s  as 
ions,  however, was not accompanied by F removal ,  provided, of cour se ,  
that the initial Cs covered substrate  work function was high enough for  Cs 
7 3  
to come off in ionic fo rm.  
and indicates a final V 7 / F  work function of 4 . 6 0  a f te r  prolonged desorption 
of C s a s  neutrals a t  temperatures  up to 1000°K, 
sion pat tern was very  s imi l a r  to the clean W one. 
tion of Cs a s  neutrals a t  llOO°K a lso  indicated concomitant removal of F. 
The data in Table VIII summar izes  these findings 
At this point the field emis-  
Additional work on desorp- 
Results of Cesium Desorption f rom Oxygenated Tungsten 
The activation energies  and preexponential resul ts  for  Cs desorption 
f r o m  oxygenated W substrates  a r e  summarized in Table IX and depicted in 
Fig.  17. 
F o r  complete desorption of Cs  neutrals f r o m  O/W subs t ra tes  without 
concomitant removal o r  rearrangement  of the adsorbed 0, i t  is necessary  to 
preheat the O / W  surfaces  to a t  l eas t  the maximum temperature  necessary  t o  
remove Cs neutrals .  If this is done, then the maximum work function of the 
O / W  surface is  res t r ic ted to l e s s  than about 4. 8 eV. This is  illustrated in 
F ig .  18 which depicts the decline of work function with temperature  for  two 
O / W  su r faces .  
of in te res t ,  an  initial coverage of 0 characterized by A @ = c I . ~  eV is  sufficient 
to  allow development of the s a m e  @ / T  features as higher initial 0 coverage 
curves .  The two O / W  surfaces  chosen in  this work were character ized by 
the work functions 4.32 eV and 4 .72  eV; the fo rmer  was obtained by heating 
a 78OK deposited O / W  layer  to 1400OK and the la t te r  by heating i t  to 1200°K. 
The 4 .32  eV O / W  surface was m o r e  stable than the 4.72 eV sur face ;  thus,  
It is  apparent  f r o m  F ig .  18, that in the temperature  range 
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T A B L E  VI11 - E F F E C T  O F  CESIUM DESORPTION CONDITIONS ON 
STABILITY O F  ADSORBED FLUORINE.  
nitial C s  f r e e  Initial W / F / C s  
V / F  work work function 
unction - eV eV 
5 .  15 I 
! 4.72 
4.76 2. 0 
4 .68  
4 . 6 1  
Heating t rea t -  
ment during 
neutral  desorp- 
t ion ( s c r e e n  
at t 50V) 
920°K,1000 sec .  
9Z0°K, 800 sec .  
920°K,1000 sec .  
1000°K., 1000 sec .  
1000°K,lOOO sec. 
Ionic desorption 
sc reen  a t  -5OV. 
840°K, 80  sec .  
F ina l  W / F / C s  
work function 
eV 
4.00 
3. 92 
4. 00  
4. 50 
- -  
5. 04 
F ina l  C s  
free" W / F  
work func- 
t ion - e V  
4.72 
4. 76 
4 .68  
4. 6 1  
4. 60 
5. 04 
C s  re.maining on W / F  subs t ra te  after par t ia l  removal  of C s  as neutrals was a 
removed as ions in 20 seconds at  90OOK - -  screen at t 5 0 V .  
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TABLE IX - ACTIVATION ENERGIES AND PREEXPONENTIALS O F  DE- 
SORPTION O F  CESIUM NEUTRALS" FROM OXYGENATED TUNGSTEN 
SUBSTRATES. 
a These activation energies  were  recalculated f r o m  the Arrhenius plots by  
assuming l o g v  = 14. 
This terminal  energy was estimated f r o m  one temperature  desorption curve 
= 14; concomitant removal of 0 2  during desorption vitiated by  assuming log I, 
the Arrhenius resul ts .  
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the fo rmer  surface d i d  not undergo fur ther  work function change even af ter  
repeated llOO°K removal of C s  neutrals ;  while the 4.72 eV surface slowly 
decreased in work function a f te r  te rmina l  desorption of C s  neutrals 
cause of this no Arrhenius  plot could be established for the te rmina l  desorp-  
tion; instead the energy i n  this case  was estimated by assuming log v = 14 
in Eq. ( 3 2 ) "  
that desorption of 0 is not catalyzed by the Cs  desorption process;  
in  W / O  work function which occurred af ter  prolonged high temperature  r e -  
moval of C s  neutrals f r o m  the 4.72 eV O / W  surface continued when the C s  
f r e e  surface was again heated a t  llOO°K. Clear ly  the absence of C s  promoted 
removal of electronegative adsorbate in the case of the C s / O / W  sys tem i s  the 
ma jo r  difference f rom the C s / F / W  sys tem.  
Be- 
The W / O  surfaces  studied he re  differ f r o m  their  F analogues in 
the change 
The high tempera tures  to which the O / W  and F / W  surfaces  were  pre-  
heated was sufficient to cause reconstruction of the surfaces  so  that adsorp-  
tion of C s  takes place on surfaces  which a r e  poorly characterized f r o m  a 
chemisorption point of view. 
cessing is sufficient to  cause formation of a t  l ea s t  partially oxided surfaces ,  
In the case  of O / W  the high temperature  pro- 
The curves of H versus  n f o r  the C s / O / W  sys tem a r e  s imi la r  to those 
of the C s / F / W  sys tem;  a s  in the F c a s e ,  H does not strongly depend on the 
concentration of underlying electronegative adsorbate ,  a t  l ea s t  for  the range 
of 0 coverages studied in this work. 
C s  ( n 
C s / F / W  sys tems.  
the values for  the clean W substrate .  
In the lower coverage range of adsorbed 
< 1 x 1 0 l 8  a t o m s / m 2 ) ,  H i s  s imi l a r  for both the C s / O / W  and the 
Above n = 1 x 1018 a t o m s / m 2 ,  H i s  significantly below 
7 9  
A noteworthy feature  of the work function versus  temperature  curve 
f o r  the Cs /O/W sys t em is that for  an initial apparent  O/W work function of 
4 , 3 2  desorption a t  progressively higher temperatures  leads to a minimum 
in the 0 ver sus  T curve at 600°K of 0 .75  eV, 
Discussion of Results of Cesium Desorption f rom Oxygenated 
Tungsten and f rom Fluorinated Tungsten 
The curves of H versus  n a r e  remarkably s imi la r  for the two coad- 
sorbate  sys tems except, perhaps,  at  high coverage values of Cs where,  on 
the basis  of a single experimental  data point, the Cs /O/W curve l ies  some- 
what below that of the C s / F / W  curve.  Inclusion of additional data points in 
the Cs coverage region between 1. 2 and 2. 5x1Ol8 atoms/rn2 would possibly 
have resulted in grea te r  s imilar i ty  between the two curves in the high Cs 
coverage range. 
expected to occur between the curves of H versus  
C s / F / W  and Cs/W. This is  because a t  high coverages of C s ,  the effect of 
the substrate  will be masked out and H will drop to the sublimation energy 
Convergence of values of H a t  very  high Cs coverages is  
n for the sys tems Cs /O/W,  
of Cs f r o m  Cs ,  Within the l imits  of experimental  e r r o r ,  there  is no signi- 
ficant difference between the curves of different initial coverage of electro- 
negative adsorbate .  Because of the difficulty in  depositing contaminant f r e e  
C s F ,  the above resul ts  r a i s e  a n  element of uncertainty about the low coverage 
C s / F / W  resu l t s ;  it is conceivable that the presence of a smal l  amount of 0 
was responsible for  the s imilar i ty  between the Cs/O/W and C s / F / W  resul ts  
8 0  
a t  low coverage. 
of 0 along with C s F  is as follows: the C s F  was carefully protected f r o m  a i r  
in a N2 filled a i r  bag p r io r  to inser t ion inside the field emission microscope,  
and was then carefully outgassed befor use ;  
t e rn  af ter  near  complete Cs promoted removal  of F a t  1000°K f r o m  W was 
hardly distinguishable f r o m  that of clean W .  Since Cs does not promote re -  
moval of 0 a t  1000°K, any 0 deposited along with the F would have remained 
af ter  the F had been removed and would have revealed its character is t ic  pat- 
tern.  
with F .  
Evidence against  the presence of concomitant deposition 
in addition the field emission pat- 
Consequently it i s  felt  that no significant amounts of 0 were  codeposited 
It is interesting to speculate about the r eason  why the H/n curves for  
Cs /O/W and C s / F / W  decline .more sharply than the Cs /W sys t em curve,  
Schmidt and Gorner5O, 51 have discussed the decline in H for  the Cs /W sys t em 
and find that for  n 
for  by increasing electrostat ic  repulsion between the adparticles a s  they crowd 
closed together. The decrease ,  AH i s  given by51 
2 1 . 4 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  a t o m s / m  , the dec rease  in H may be accounted 
-AH = g'c(do,  n) A (d ( 3 1 )  
where g '  is  the charge pe r  adatom, A 0  the contact potential resulting f r o m  
the adsorbate ,  and c(doN)  a function of adsorbate density and s ize  which re -  
la tes  the contact potential to the potential actually existing at  an  adsorbate 
si te.  
ation in H with 0 for  Cs /W.  
compensated by a g rea t e r  than average value of n for cer ta in  planes such a s  
On the basis of g ' =  1, Schmidt and Gomer were  able to explain the vari-  
Although these authors fe l t  that g' < 1, this was 
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110. In the case  of the composite systems Cs /O/W and C s / F / W ,  A @ is 
l a rge r  than for  the Cs/W sys tem and 
c reases  in the same  qualitative order  as  
AH a t  n = 1 x 10l8 atoms/cm2 in- 
A @ a s  may be seen  below. 
TABLE x - CORRELATION OF A H = H( =o) - H( n = 1 . 0 ~  1018 A T O M S / ~ ~ ~  
WITH A @ at n = 1 x 1 0 l 8  FOR THE SYSTEMS Cs/W,  C s / F / W  and Cs/O/W. 
18 However, the electrostat ic  repulsion does not account for  a l l  of 
a toms /m2  and additional explanations must  be invoked. 
heats of Cs a r e  g rea t e r  than the clean W value by 0.6 k0.3 eV for  the C s / F  sub- 
s t r a t e  and 0 .9k  0.3 eV for the C s / O  subs t ra te .  
c r e a s e  the terminal  values of H is not surpr i s ing  since a t  low C s  coverage, 
Cs  should be adsorbed in ionic fo rm while the adsorbed 0 or F should be bon- 
ded with a n  appreciable degree of ionicity, consequently the electrostat ic  in- 
teraction of C s  with the surface should be l a rge r  when electronegative gases 
a r e  pre-adsorbed than with the clean W substrate .  
A H a t  1 . 0 ~  10 
The terminal  desorption 
The fact that F and 0 can in- 
The reproducible,  very  low work function of 0 . 7 5  eV which was obtained 
by heating to 600°K multi layers of Cs adsorbed on a n  O/W layer  of initial 
w o r k  function of 4. 32 eV is worthy of note. At leas t  pa r t  of the low work 
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function is probably due to build up and rearrangement  of the bright 11 1, 
planes which combine to produce an  anomalously high local field factor 
where 6 = F / V ,  F being local  e lec t r ic  field and V the applied voltage. It 
s eems  likely however that the r e a l  local work function for Cs /O/W on the 
111 plane i s  s t i l l  significantly l e s s  than 1 e V  because in order  for  the r e a l  
average Cs /O/W work function to be 1 e V  instead of 0.75 eV the Cs  f r e e  
O/W work function would have to be 5.75 eV instead of 4. 32 eV and this seems 
unlikely, 
6 , 
Results of Single Plane Adsorption Energies  
of Cesium on Rhenium 
The te rmina l  desorption energy of Cs neutrals f r o m  Re was determined 
f r o m  an  Arrhenius plot to be 3. 0 eV while the corresponding preexponential 
was found to be 11 .6 .  Desorption energies at other coverages (F ig .  19)  were  
determined f r o m  plots of Cs coverage ve r sus  6 0  second heating tempera tures ,  
This la t te r  plot shown in F ig .  2 0  was obtained f r o m  a plot of B versus  tempera-  
ture  (Fig.  21)  and a previously determined plot of 9, ve rsus  coverage (F ig .  22).  
Single plane binding energies of Cs on R e  for  the 1012 and 10i4  planes 
were determined by the method (1) and described in section I, p. 63 e (?I ver-  
sus  C s  coverage plots were  obtained both fo r  equilibrated and unequilibrated 
Cs  doses ,  the la t te r  to convert equilibrated work function changes into Cs 
coverages on each plane studied. Plots of A (3 versus  E, average adsorbate 
density a r e  depicted in F igs .  23, 24, and 25, while values of ni ( i =  l O i Z ,  
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Figure 19. Plot of C s  neutral  desorption energy from Re versus  average 
surface coverage. 
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Figure 20. Plot of average C s  coverage on Re  a s  a function of 60 second 
heating temperature .  
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Figure 21. Plot  of work function versus  temperature  for Cs  adsorbed 
on Re;  60  second heating t imes were  used. 
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Figure 22. Plot of work function versus  average C s  coverage for Cs on Re .  
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Figure 23 .  Plots of equilibrated and unequilibrated C s  layers  adsorbed 
on (1012) Re planes. 
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Figure 24. Plots of equilibrated and unequilibrated C s  layers adsorbed 
on (0001) Re planes. 
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Figure 25. Plots of equilibrated and unequilibrated C s  layers  adsorbed 
on (1014) Re planes. 
9.0 
0001, and 10i4)  versus  F: a r e  shown in Table XI f rom which rat ios  of 
ni/n0001 could be obtained. 
the tightest binding planes for  C s  and s ince,  when equilibrium is maintained 
during desorption, the binding energy is  weighted towards the highest de- 
sorption energy plane, we assumed that the plot of average desorption energy 
ii represented H for these planes.  Desorption energies  for the 0001, 1014, 
and the l O i 2  plane a r e  shown in Table XI1 a t  various values of n . The 
maximum difference in binding energy occurs  at n = 0.1 x 10l8  a t o m s / m  
on the 1014 plane ( a  relatively bright plane) and only amounts to 0. 03  eV. 
Between the two dark  planes 0001 and 1012, the maximum difference is only 
0.  003 eV a t  = 0.1 x 1 0 l 8  a toms/rn2.  The values of H versus  fi  for  the 
different planes m a y  be converted into values of H versus  actual surface 
concentration n with the a i d  of Table XII, which shows how n for  each 
plane studied var ies  with fi 
The 0001 and l O i 2  planes were  assumed to be 
2 - 
Discussion 
The differences in  binding energy between the planes of R e  studied so 
f a r  is comparable to that between the 110 and 100 planes of W ( 0 .  05 eV a t  
n Schmidt and G ~ m e r ~ ~  have pointed out that in 
an  equilibrium situation when severa l  planes compete for  adsorbed C s ,  the 
C s  distributes itself in a manner  which nearly equalizes the binding energy 
on each plane. 
the metal /Cs system. 
- 0. 05x  10l8 a toms /m2) .  
This occurs  in order  to minimize the overall  f r e e  energy of 
In spite of smal l  anisotropies of the desorption ener- 
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T A B L E  XI - A C T U A L  CESIUM CONCENTRATIONS ( Li ) FOR THE 0001, 
CENTRATION ON RHENIUM F I E L D  E M I T T E R .  
i o i 4  AND i o i 2  PLANE OF RHENIUM VERSUS AVERAGE CESIUM CON- 
iverage C s  
: onc ent r a tion 
1 a t o r n s j r  2 
x10 
0 .005  
0.010 
0 .013  
0 .020  
0 .050  
0 .070  
0 . 1  
0 . 2  
0 . 3  
0 .4  
0 . 5  
0 . 6  
0 . 7  
C s  concentration 
on the 0001 d a n e  
0 . 0 1 7  
0 .  036 
0. 052 
0 .  070 
0. 160 
0 . 2 0 7  
0 .27  
0 . 4 0  
0 . 4 9  
0.  56 
0 . 6 2  
0 .67  
0 .  71 
C s  concentration 
on the 1014 plane 
2 (n1014) a t o m s l m  
x1018 
0 .005  
0 .010  
0 . 0 1 3  
0 .020  
0 .050  
0 .070  
0 . 1  
0 . 2  
0 . 3  
0 . 4  
0 . 5  
0.6 
0 . 7  
C s  concentration 
on the 1012 plane 
(nlo12) atoms /:m 2 
x1018 
0.035 
0 .065  
0 , 0 8 0  
0 . 0 9 5  
0 .170  
0 . 2 0 0  
0 . 2 5  
0 .37  
0 . 4 5  
0 . 5 2  
0 .59  
0 . 6 4  
0. 7 1  
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T A B L E  XI1 - ACTIVATION ENERGIES O F  DESORPTION O F  CESIUM F R O M  
CESIUM CONCENTRATION. 
THE 0001, i o i 4 ,  AND i o i 2  PLANES OF RHENIUM VERSUS AVERAGE 
l v e r a g e  c o v e r a g e  
)f a d s o r b e d  C s  
13) a t o m s / m  2 
18 x10 
0. 005 
0 . 0 1 0  
0 . 0 1 3  
0 . 0 2 0  
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9 3  
gies a s  a function of n, considerably l a r g e r  ones exist when the energies  
a r e  correlated with actual individual plane concentrations Thus Fig.  26 
shows a difference in binding energy between the 1014 and 1 0 i 2  planes of 
0.2 eV at n rr, 0.1 x 10l8  a t o m s / m 2 .  A s  expectc.d the two higher work func- 
tion planes have the g rea t e r  binding energies  and, within the l imits  of ex- 
2 per imental  e r r o r ,  these a r e  equal fo r  n < 0.2 x 1 0 l 8  a t o m s / m  . 
A previously determined value of the te rmina l  desorption54. 58 of Gs 
f rom Re was 3 .8  eV compared to the present  extrapolated value of 3.1 eV. 
The present  value is c loser  to the value of C s  on W.  
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Figure 26. Plots of binding energy versus coverage of C s  on various 
planes onRe. 
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EVALUATION O F  THE METHODS USED TO OBTAIN ACTIVATION ENERGIES 
O F  DESORPTION AND PREEXPONENTIALS O F  DESORPTION 
Desorption of Cs  f r o m  field e.mitters occurs f r a m  a variety of c rys ta l  
planes which exist  on the emi t te r  and i ts  shank, consequently some discussion 
i s  warranted about the meaning of activation energies  of desorption which a r e  
determined f rom total field emission cu r ren t  measurements .  Schmidt and 
Gomer5' have discussed this problem and conclude that i f  an  equilibrium d i s -  
tribution of adsorbate  over the different regions of the emi t te r  i s  maintained 
during desorption, then the observed activation energy of desorption will be 
biased toward the highest energy region. 
two regions of differing binding energy H1 and H2, these authors derived the 
following equation for  r a t e s  of desorption d I n  N l / d t ,  d I n N ~ / d t  f r o m  the two 
regions 1 and 2 containing S1 and S2 s i tes  respectively; N1 and N2 a r e  the 
F o r  the case  of a substrate  containing 
corresponding amounts of adsorbate on the two regions.  
-dlnN1 -dlnN2 v 1 exp(-Hl/kT) t V2m'(S2/Sl) exp ( - H l / k T )  
- - 
dt dt  1 t m (S2/S 1) exp(H2 - H l ) / k T  (32) 
where m'  is  the rat io  of internal  parti t ion functions. A s imi la r  t e r m  to the 
one on the right a l so  holds for  ionic desorption in which case  H1 and H2 a r e  
reduced by I - g1 and I - @2 respectively where I is the adsorbate ionization 
potential and Q)1 and (b2 represent  the work functions of the regions 1 and 2. 
When - V 2 S2 - S1 and m' -1 we have 
-dlnNL -dlnN2 v(exp(-H, /kT)  t exp(-HI /kT)) 
(33) 
- - 
dt - dt - 1 t exp(H2 - H l ) / k T  
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Suppose T = 1000°K, HI = 3.3 eV, H2 = 3.0 eV, these being typical values 
for  two planes of W when C s  is adsorbed,  then the resultant r a t e s  of desorp-  
tion a r e  reduced by only 3'7'0 below the value for a surface character ized by 
a single value of H1 = 3.3 eV. 
gies tend to converge, in which case ,  the ra te  of desorption i s  determined 
by an  unambiguous desorption energy,  applicable to binding on all planes 
The situation for desorption f r o m  substrates  consisting of more  than two 
planes i s  m o r e  complex, but in view of the above discussion it seems rea-  
sonable to expect that the desorption energy measured  by total  field emiss ion  
techniques, H will lie in the range: 
At higher adsorbate coverages,  binding ener-  
where H is  the average desorption energy (fi= l / a  (HI  t H2 t - - - - - -Ha)  in 
which H I - - - - - -  Ha a r e  individual plane desorption energies  and H 
grea tes t  desorption energy of any plane. 
s o  that H is unlikely to be more  than 0. 15 eV below H Pre l iminary  
evidence indicates that this is t rue  a l so  for other substrates  to which C s  
is bound such a s  W / F ,  W / O  and Re. 
that equilibrium i s  maintained during desorption of C s  f r o m  the above sub- 
s t r a t e s  depends on the relation between the mean distance 52 which a C s  a tom 
diffuses before evaporating and the l inear  dimensions,  R , of the c rys ta l  
planes participating in adsorption. 
tained during desorption. 
held under all conditions at the desorption tempera ture  for K on W. 
is the 
F o r  C s  on W,  57 Hmax -R  -0 .3  eV, 
max  
max 
The applicability of the assumption 
If x>> R , then equilibrium is main- 
Gomer and Schmidt" estimated that this relation 
Because 
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of the s imilar i ty  between the adsorption and diffusion behavior of K on W 
and C s  on Re  and W ,  i t  is felt that x >> R 
at the desorption temperature .  
a l so  holds for the la t te r  systems 
X is given by: 
= a ' e x p ( H -  Hdiff)/2kT (341 
0 
where a '  - 3 A and Hdiff is the diffusion energy. F o r  the coadsorbed sys tems 
H - Hdiff is somewhat l e s s  than for  clean W a t  n "1. 5x 10l8  a t o m s / m  2 and 
this may be the reason the decline of the H2/n curve below the clean W 
curves in the coverage range n >  1. Ox 10l8 atoms/ .m 2 
The preexponential of desorption v i s  given by59 
v = kT/hjv ( 3 5 )  
where h is Planck 's  constant and j v  i s  the parti t ion function given by: 
j v  = (1 - exp [ - h  V/kT])- 1 
where V is the vibrational frequency of the excited atom. 
s t ra tes  discussed in this repor t ,  hv >> 
F o r  C s  on the sub- 
kT and in  this case  we have 
v = k T / h .  (379 
The fact  that V i s  dependent on T resul ts  in only a 4% variation in log 
over the tempera ture  required for  C s  desorption s o  that variation of log v 
with T may be neglected as may variation with c rys ta l  plane s t ruc ture  or  
composition. This la t ter  fact  enables log v to be fi l tered out of Eq.  ( 3 2 )  
and requi res  evaluation of a t e r m  log [ l  t m'(S2/S1) ] in order  to es t imate  V 
V 
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A reasonable assumption is  that m'  = 1 for  a l l  planes so that log[l  t mt(S2/S1)] 
,-> l O g ( 1  tS2 /S1)  which i f  SZ/S1 - 4 gives In (1 t S 2 / S 1 )  -0 .7.  Hence it can  
be seen  that average desorption measurements  f r o m  a variety of planes can 
lead in principle to e r r o r s  in the experimental  evaluation of V ; however V 
determined f rom average measurements  on polycrystalline samples  does 
not depart  appreciably f r o m  expected values based on V = kT/h .  
Average W o r k  Functions f r o m  Total F i e l d  E,mis s ion Curren t  Measurements 
F o r  f i e l d  e lectron emission f r o m  a variety of planes , the relation" be- 
tween emitted cur ren t  I and voltage V is given by: 
where a i ,  b'. are constants applicable to plane i. 
1 
A measured average work function <@> is  experimentally determined 
2 fr0.m the slope of plots of log I / V  versus  1/V. Thus: 
d l a ( I / V 2 ) / d ( l  /V) = < b '  (d3l2> 
f r o m  which may be derived: 
(39) 
where f i  is the fract ion of the total cur ren t  car r ied  by the th emitting region. 
< @ >  a l so  will va ry  with V ,  however, the curvature  of Since f i  depends on V, 
In ( I /V2) is  negligible over the voltage range usually studied. Eq. (40) indi- 
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cates that the measured average work function is heavily weighted in favor 
of the lowest work function a r e a  (mos t  highly electron emitting) of the emi t te r .  
Two other uncertainties attend interpretation of average field emission 
work functions: these relate  to the electron emiss ion  anisotropies before and 
af ter  adsorption and to the possibility of local change in b '  a s  a resu l t  of sub- 
s t r a t e  rearrangement  on some planes of the emi t te r .  F o r  the alkal i  metals  
electronegative adsorba tes ,  the electron emission anisotropy in the coverage 50 
range 0 <n  <nmin  (where nmin i s  the C s  coverage corresponding to the work 
function minimum) i s  different f r o m  that of the clean emi t te r .  
the reference work functions of the clean emit ter  a r e  much higher than the 
measured average of the clean emit ter .  
heated,  oxide build-up occurs  on the 111 plane to such a n  extent that a t  high 
enough temperatures  these become the predominant emitting planes ~ In this 
ca se ,  a significant decrease  in b' occurs  relative to the clean value. However, 
only absolute measurements  of field emission work function can yield informa- 
tion about the extent of b '  change. 
In this case ,  
When oxygenated W emi t te rs  a r e  
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CONCLUSIONS 
This repor t  deals with absolute and relative work function measure-  
ments  a t  different temperatures  on various single planes of W ,  Nb, N i ,  Cu, 
R e ;  
and F covered W and f r o m  Re field emi t t e r s .  
included a l so  i s  information on the desorption constants of Cs f r o m  0 
The field emission retarding potential technique, used in this work 
offers an  exceptionally accurate  technique for  measuring work functions of 
macroscopic  c rys ta l s  - 
f r o m  a c rys t a l  direction which is f r e e  f r o m  special  energy band effects,  the 
interpretation of the experimental  data is unambiguous. The f i e l d  emission 
probe technique in which the cur ren t  voltage charac te r i s t ics  of a single plane 
a r e  examined and thermionic techniques a r e  subject to uncertainty when cer -  
tain c rys t a l  planes such a s  (0001) Re and (110) W a r e  investigated. 
ca ses  it s eems  reasonable to suppose that energy band ar t i facts  interfere  
with and r e su l t  in  anomalously high work function values for  these two planes. 
F o r  other planes,  work function values do not appear to depend on method of 
measurement .  
Provided that the probing electron beam emerges  
In these 
Tempera ture  coefficients of work function a r e  such that extrapolated 
work functions tend to converge a t  high tempera tures  T m o  Thermodynamic 
arguments identify Tm with the melting point of the metal  and experimental  
resul ts  tend to confirm this idea except for  (0001)  R e  and (110) W. 
The activation energies  of desorption H of Cs  neutrals f r o m  W / O  and 
W / F  field emit ter  substrates  a r e  ve ry  s imi l a r .  In both c a s e s ,  H r i s e s  above 
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the clean W value fo r  C s  coverages l e s s  than The 
The terminal  energy for  Cs  neutral  desorption f r o m  W/O i s  4. l k  0. 3 eV 
while that f r o m  W / F  is 3. 9+ 0. 3 eV; no significant differences in  H occurred.  
Termina l  desorption of C s  neutrals  is  accompanied by concomitant desorption 
of F f r o m  W / F  substrates  but not 0 f r o m  W/O substrates .  
- 1 x 1 0 l 8  a toms /m2 .  
The close packed planes of Re ,  (0001) and ( l O i Z ) ,  bind C s  more  strongly 
than the (1014) plane and low coverage, the difference between 
and H (1Oi2)  on one hand and (10i4)  on the other ,  amount to about 0 . 2  eV. 
The te rmina l  desorption energy of C s  f r o m  Re was determined to be 3 .1  eV. 
H (0001) 
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APPENDIX 
LIST O F  SYMBOLS USED 
preexponential of Fowler-Nordheim equation 
Richardson constant 
integer 
difference between desorption and diffusion energies 
preexponential of field emission cu r ren t  sum 
constant in  l inear equation 
Fowler-Nordheim field emission exponential constant 
constant in  l inear  equation 
a function of adsorbate density and s ize  which re la tes  the 
contact potential to that existing a t  an actual s i te  
energy d i s  tribution parameter  
distance f r o m  the center  of charge of an  adsorbed ion to the 
surface 
electron energy 
electron energy a t  F e r m i  level 
energy resolution 
e lec t r ic  field 
Helmholtz activation energy of desorption of ces ium f r o m  plane 1 
Helmholtz activation energy of desorption of ces ium f r o m  plane 2 
the fract ion of total field emission cur ren t  car r ied  by i th emit- 
ting region 
differential of binding energy with respect  to surface coverage 
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g '  
H 
H 
H1 
H2 
Hdiff 
I 
IO 
Id 
j V  
k 
1 
m'  
m 
m a 
n 
charge pe r  adatom 
activation enthalpy of desorption 
average activation enthalpy of desorption 
activation enthalpy of desorption f r o m  plane 1 
activation enthalpy of desorption f r o m  plane 2 
activation enthalpy of diffusion 
field emission cu r ren t  
total  collected cu r ren t  
reference field emiss ion  cur ren t  
cu r ren t  density 
total emitted cur  rent  density 
parti t ion function 
Boltzmann constant 
l inear  dimension of field emi t te r  
ra t io  of parti t ion functions 
slope of Fowler- Nordheim equation 
value of Fowler-Nordheim slope corresponding to emit ter  
with adsorbate  on it 
corresponding value of m for clean emi t te r  
average adsorbate coverage (atoms /m 1 
fractional bond 
2 
nu.mber of nea res t  neighbors 
number of next nea res t  neighbors of surface atoms 
number of nea res t  neighbors on surface 
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Nb 
N1 
N 2  
nl  
n2 
ni 
nl  10 
n O O O l  
P 
R 
Ra 
Rb 
.m 
S 
s1 
s2 
T 
T L  
T H  
t 
number of next neares t  neighbors of surface ato.ms 
number of adsorbate par t ic les  on plane 1 
number of adsorbate par t ic les  on plane 2 
absorbate coverage when 0 = 1,  i. e. at monolayer coverage 
adsorbate coverage on plane 1 
adsorbate  coverage on plane 2 
adsorbate coverage on plane i 
adsorbate coverage on 110 plane of tungsten 
adsorbate coverage on 0001 plane of rhenium 
p res  su r  e 
distance between two surface ato:ms 
distance between nearest  neighbor ato:ms 
distance between next neares t  neighbor atoms 
bonding energy of surface at0.m 
effective atom size (atomic radius)  
slope of Arrhenius plot 
number of adsorbate s i tes  onplane  1 
number of adsorbate s i tes  on plane 2 
t empe r atu r e 
temperature  for which adsorbate equilibrium occurs in 
1000 sec.  
temperature  which corresponds to frozen adsorbate distri-  
bution 
t ime 
tabulated function of F and $3 
110 
emit ter  voltage 
lens voltage 
anode voltage 
collector voltage 
variable in l inear equation 
average distance traveled by migrating a tom before it desolves 
variable in l inear equation 
temperature  correct ion t e r m  to slope of Fowler- Nordheirn 
equation 
electron energy relative to F e r m i  
angle between C s  source  and normal 
average value of emi t te r  field emis s  
field F to voltage V : F = BV 
relative surface coverage on plane i 
to region i being probed 
on factor which relates  
relative surface coverage for whole emit ter  
average work function of emit ter  covered with adsorbate 
average work function of clean emit ter  
c o lle c t o r work function 
work function of plane i 
average emit ter  work function 
Richardson work function 
work function temperature  coefficient 
p r e exponential de s o r p  tion factor 
preexponential desorption factor for  plane 1 
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v2 
1-I 
T 
C 
preexponential desorption factor fo r  plane 2 
dipole moment 
t ime constant fo r  cooling the emitter 
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